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Editorial
It’s now time for us to finish off the renovation work on our yachts, rigging and rudders have been checked, the
new sails now bear the sail certificate and the hull has been finely polished.

In addition to the national and local events, this year we will be competing in the 2007 World Cup in Cowes. The
fact that the metre formula that provides the basis for the design of our 6mJIs and was created 100 years ago will
be taking part in regattas for the first time, will be a historic event. We are constantly amazed at the level of skill
and sensitivity displayed by the decision-makers and designers of that time.
We venture to claim that the meter formula is quite exhausted with the current, modern 6mJI yachts. It is not easy
even for well-known designers using state-of-the-art software packages to rustle up a sketch that promises to provide advantages over current boats. And that favours our class. It has survived for decades.
Whether a 6mJI was built in 1982 or 2002 is irrelevant on the regatta course. If they are sailed well then they both
have a chance. The same applies accordingly for the classic yachts. That is why we take a critical view of the trends
towards watering down the metre formula. There are sufficient numbers of new classes which perhaps do respond
in a more racing manner particularly before the wind but virtually none will be celebrating a 100th anniversary.
With few exceptions, such as the star boat for example.

The 6mJIs are still relevant today. They are extremely elegant and sailing them close to the wind captures the imagination of even dyed-in-the-wool racing sailors.
It’s in the nature of things that in the Spring we have less to report on regattas and more on the other activities
involving the 6mJIs. And in this respect two friends of our Class are prominent in the work they do.

On the one side we have Tim Street, ISMA President, has gone to endless trouble in producing a blue book for the
6mJIs. We are enclosing the latest status of the book with this ISMA edition. Printing them separately makes them
more manageable.

In addition, Basil Carmody has taken over the drafting of the Classic News Letter from Tim Street. The first edition from his own pen is now available. It covers 47 pages and it is impossible for us to include these in the ISMA
News. We are providing you with the index of contents and reference sources. Tim and Basil look forward to receiving your comments, the aim of which, in the final analysis, is to help improve and perfect their work.
We from the Editorial Team would like to wish our readers a wonderful sailing season and hope to meet a large
number of owners and teams in Cowes. The 100th anniversary of our Class is reason enough for the organizers,
the Royal Yacht Squadron in Cowes and the BISMA British International Six Metre Association as co-organiser,
to pay their respects.



Es wird Zeit, dass wir die Renovationsarbeiten an unseren Yachten abschliessen, Rigg und Ruder überprüft
sind, die neuen Segel das SailCertificate tragen und das
Unterwasserschiff fein geschliffen ist.

Neben den nationalen und lokalen Events werden wir
in diesem Jahr den World Cup 2007 in Cowes segeln.
Wahrlich ein historisches Ereignis, ist doch die Meter
Formel, wonach unsere 6mJI entworfen sind, vor 100
Jahren erstmals in Regatten zur Anwendung gekommen. Es ist immer wieder erstaunlich wie viel Weisheit
und Gefühl die damaligen Entscheidungsträger und
Designer hatten.
Wir wagen zu behaupten, dass die Meter Formel mit
den heutigen modernen 6mJI Yachten ziemlich ausgereizt ist. Es ist auch für bekannte Designer mit den
modernsten Software-Paketen nicht einfach einen Riss
hinzuzaubern, der gegenüber den aktuellen Schiffen
Vorteile verspricht. Und das spricht für unsere Klasse.
Sie überdauerte Jahrzehnte.

Ob ein 6mJI 1982 oder 2002 gebaut wurde, spielt auf
der Regattabahn keine Rolle. Werden Sie gut gesegelt,
haben beide eine Chance. Sinngemäss gilt das auch für
die Klassiker. Aus diesem Grund stehen wir Tendenzen
die Meter Formel aufzuweichen kritisch gegenüber. Es
gibt genügend neue Klassen, welche sich vor allem vor
dem Wind vielleicht sportlicher verhalten, aber kaum
ein 100 Jahre Jubiläum feiern werden. Mit wenigen
Ausnahmen, wie dem Starboot beispielsweise.
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Die 6mJI sind noch heute aktuell, von grosser Eleganz
und sie am Wind zu segeln verzaubert sogar eingefleischte Sportschiffsegler.

Es liegt in der Natur der Sache, dass wir im Frühjahr
weniger über Regatten als über die übrigen Tätigkeiten
rund um die 6mJI berichten können. Und da stechen
zwei Freunde unserer Klasse mit Ihren Arbeiten heraus.

Einerseits ist da Tim Street, ISMA Präsident, der keine Mühe gescheut hat, ein blue book für die 6mJI zu
erstellen. Wir legen den aktuellen Stand dieser ISMA
Ausgabe bei. Der Separatdruck erleichtert die Handlichkeit.
Weiter hat Basil Carmody von Tim Street die Verfassung des Classic News Letter übernommen. Die erste Ausgabe aus seiner Feder liegt vor. Sie umfasst 47
Seiten und wir können sie unmöglich in den ISMA
News mitpublizieren. Wir stellen Ihnen das Inhaltsverzeichnis und die Bezugsquelle vor. Tim und Basil
freuen sich über Eure Kommentare, welche letztlich
dazu beitragen sollen, die Arbeiten an die Grenze zur
Perfektion zu bringen.
Wir aus dem Redaktionsteam wünschen unseren Lesern eine wunderschöne Segelsaison und wir hoffen
sehr viele Eigner und ihre Mannschaften in Cowes zu
begegnen. Das 100 Jahr Jubiläum unserer Klasse ist
allein ein Grund dem Veranstalter, dem Royal Yacht
Squadron in Cowes und der BISMA British International Six Metre Association als Mitorganisator die Ehre
zu erweisen.
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Le moment est presque arrivé aussi d’achever les travaux de rénovation entamés sur nos yachts, de contrôler le gréement et le gouvernail, de vérifier que les
voiles neuves sont munies du SailCertificate et que la
partie immergée de la coque du bateau est soigneusement polie.
Cette année, nous participerons non seulement aux
Events nationaux et locaux, mais aussi à la World Cup
2007 de Cowes. Il s’agit véritablement d’un événement
historique, puisque cela fait tout juste 100 ans que la
formule métrique d’après laquelle nos yachts sont conçus fut appliquée pour la première fois dans des régates. L’on ne s’émerveillera jamais assez de la somme
de sagesse et de bon sens dont les décideurs et les designers de l’époque firent preuve.
Nous osons prétendre que la Formule Métrique se trouve de nos jours avoir fourni passablement de sujets de
réflexion avec les yachts 6mJI modernes d’aujourd’hui.
Il n’est pas simple, même pour des designers réputés
équipés de package de logiciels figurant parmi les plus
récents et les plus sophistiqués, d’introduire comme
par magie une carène qui promette des avantages par
rapport à celui des bateaux actuels. Ce constat joue
en faveur de notre Classe. N’a-t-elle pas traversé les
décennies sans prendre une ride?

Que l’année de construction d’un 6mJI ait été 1982 ou
2002 est sans importance sur le parcours d’une régate.
Si tous deux disposent d’une bonne voilure, tous deux
ont une chance. Cela est valable à l’identique pour les
bateaux dits classiques. C’est pourquoi nous sommes
critiques envers les tendances qui voudraient voir une
formule des 6mJI moins rigide. Il y a suffisamment de
Classes nouvelles dont le comportement face au vent
est peut-être plus sportif, certes, mais qui n’auront
guère l’occasion de célébrer un centenaire, à quelques
exceptions près toutefois comme celle de la Classe des
Stars, par exemple.
Aujourd’hui encore, les 6mJI sont d’actualité, car dotés
d’une grande élégance. Au près, ils ensorcèlent même
les sportifs de la voile les plus chevronnés.
Il est tout à fait dans l’ordre des choses qu’au printemps, nous soyons plus à même de vous informer sur
les activités ayant trait au 6mJI que sur les régates.
C’est précisément dans ce contexte que deux amis de
notre Classe se distinguent par leurs travaux.
Il s’agit de Tim Street d’une part, Président de l’ISMA,
qui n’a pas ménagé sa peine pour mettre sur pied un
«blue book» pour la Classe des 6mJI. Nous joignons
l’état actuel de ses travaux à ce numéro d’ISMA News.
Le tirage séparé en facilitera le maniement.
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D’autre part, Basil Carmody se charge maintenant de
la rédaction de la Classic News Letter à la place de Tim
Street. Le premier numéro sorti de sa plume est prêt.
Comme il comporte 47 pages et qu’il est impossible de
le publier dans les ISMA News, nous vous en communiquons le sommaire et l’adresse où vous pouvez vous
le procurer. Tim et Basil se réjouissent d’ores et déjà
d’entendre vos commentaires car ceux-ci devraient en
fin de compte contribuer à faire progresser les travaux
jusqu’aux limites de la perfection.
Nous, les membres de l’équipe rédactionnelle, souhaitons une superbe saison de voile à nos lecteurs et
espérons pouvoir rencontrer à Cowes bon nombre de
propriétaires accompagnés de leurs équipages. Le jubilé des 100 ans d’existence de notre Classe est à lui
seul déjà une raison de faire honneur à l’organisateur,
le Royal Yacht Squadron, à Cowes, ainsi qu’à la BISMA (British International Six Meter Association) en
tant que coorganisatrice.
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President’s Address
I have now been in office for some nine months and am
pleased to be able to report some considerable progress
in a number of those administrative areas which I had
identified in my last Address in the previous Bulletin.

Perhaps the most interesting project for everyone is the
production at last, and indeed for the first time ever,
of the full “Master List” of all registered Six-Metres
in the official fleets around the World, together with
each countries’ officials, which you will find printed
at the back of this issue. This was more difficult and
took much longer to prepare than was initially foreseen, more especially since it early on became quite
clear that only a very few of the major fleets actually
had their own Fleet Lists correct and up-to-date. Indeed, initially only Brazil and Finland’s lists were as
required and even with Brazil we got a late name correction. In several cases, Fleets came back to ask if we
could let them know which boats they had and, in two
cases, Australia and the Netherlands, we actually had
to await their first ever AGMs before they could form
their fleets.

However, I am delighted to tell you that we now have
some ten official fleets in being and what is more, since
the formation of the first ever Australian fleet, we have
fleets of over six boats on three continents and thus at
last once again qualify to be members of ISAF. Sadly,
up to this moment we have no one who has been prepared to take on the formation of organized fleets in
several countries, in particular Italy and Norway, where
there are known to be at least twelve boats in each
country in racing, or at least sailing condition. However, the La Scala brothers in Italy, who have restored
and are racing Bau-Bau, are hoping to take up the challenge. I am certain that as a result more owners will

start to take an interest and the fleets will grow. At this
time we have some 282 boats ‘in class’ in organized
fleets around the World, of which records in previous
bulletins show that at least 122 are racing or have been
racing very recently. Research by Basil Carmody has
now produced a list of some 308 known Classics in
existence which, with the 101 known Moderns, gives
us a figure of 409 Six-Metres in existence around the
World; a tremendous increase in numbers.

A corollary to this research and Master List is the production by Tim Russell, our Hon. Treasurer, not only
of the ISMA Accounts for the last three years but what
also appears to be the first ISMA Finance Paper, at least
in memory. As many of you will know, ISMA has for
long been in effect financed by individuals, in particular Beat Furrer, who has taken most of the financing of
the Bulletin directly upon himself and without whom
there would be no Bulletin. This paper proposes that,
as well as a reasonable Membership Fee for all those boats which take part in international racing, there
should be, in addition, an Associate Membership and
fee, for all those boats which are registered and draw
assistance from ISMA or for any other interested parties. It proposes quite a low fee, based on that for those
Associate Memberships already in existence in several countries, and which should not put too much of a
strain on you.

As I have previously reported, the updated Rules were
submitted to ISAF for ratification, to ensure that we
are an official International Class. However in certain
cases they did not wholly fulfill ISAF requirements and
furthermore it came to light that there were a number
of additional Rules which had been approved at various
AGMs but not picked up. The newly revised Rules are
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therefore returning to ISAF very shortly, but it is not
anticipated that anyone will have had any problems, as
the Technical Committee have been very much involved and ensure that queries are dealt with at once.

In my last address I foresaw a new generation of Sixes
being designed and built. Very sadly this has not happened and moreover, the US are putting forward a paper for the AGM in which they propose that the ban on
building replicas of existing boats should be lifted, to
enable a run of several boats to be built to an existing
“classic” design, say a gaggle of Geese?

I, myself, believe that this is the wrong way to proceed.
Since the introduction of the International Metre Rule
in 1906, the whole aim has been towards progress and
the design of new hulls and the introduction of new
ideas, in which the Sixes have always previously been
right in the forefront. However, Andy Parker of the
North American Fleet has also proposed a radical rethink of the existing Class Rules, to provide a lighter
and therefore much faster boat, in essence a new Rule
4. His thoughts on the subject very much take after the
great Charles Nicholson, designer of several America’s

©with kind permission from Beken
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Cup challengers, who also had exactly the same idea,
but who produced the 5.5 Metre Rule in 1948 instead.
Both papers are to be circulated widely before the next
AGM to give the opportunity to give us your thoughts.
At the same time, it now seems clear that we have reached the apogee of the “classic restoration” phase, as I
have had but three enquiries in the last fourteen months
so it is now time to turn our attention to our future.

It now remains to me to give you in advance a very
warm welcome to the Royal Yacht Squadron at Cowes,
for the Worlds on July 18th to 23rd, although I know
that some of you have planned to arrive early to get in
some serious practice. I know that Rees Martin and
his team have been working hard to organize an excellent regatta, to which we are expecting some 54 Sixes.
My best wishes for a very successful and happy racing
season.
Tim Street.

President ISMA.
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Official ISMA news
INTERNATIONAL 6M WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP 16 - 23 JULY 2007
Tuesday, 26 September 2006

LETTER FROM THE REAR COMMODORE

The Royal Yacht Squadron is delighted to have been selected as the Organising Authority and Host of the 2007
International Six Metre World Championship, 16 – 23 July 2007. We very much look forward to welcoming old
and new friends to Cowes and to the Royal Yacht Squadron and are working hard together with our sponsors, the
International Six Metre Association and the British International Six Metre Association, to ensure that we enjoy
a memorable Championship both on and off the water. All competitors will be made Temporary Members of the
RYS for the duration of the Regatta, and will also be welcome to use the facilities of the other Cowes clubs.
Within the RYS website are dedicated regatta pages (www.rys.org.uk/sixmetreworlds), which will contain all
the relevant information, including entry and berthing forms, and these pages will be kept constantly up to date.
I particularly draw your attention to the Cowes Information Page which you will find very useful when planning
your trip to Cowes. However, please do not hesitate to contact the RYS Office (+44 (0) 1983 292191) should you
have any questions; we will be pleased to assist you.
I look forward to welcoming you to Cowes.
Yours sincerely,

Captain S AV van der Byl RN
Rear Commodore Yachting
Royal Yacht Squadron
6th October 2006
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INTERNATIONAL 6 METRE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
16TH – 23RD JULY 2007
HOSTED BY

ROYAL YACHT SQUADRON
1.

ORGANISING AUTHORITY

2.

JURISDICTION

3.

RULES

1.1

2.1

3.1

NOTICE OF RACE

The Organising Authority is the Royal Yacht Squadron (RYS) in association with the International Six Metre Association (ISMA), and the British International Six Metre association (BISMA).

The World Championship will be sailed under the authority of a Race Committee, an International Jury
and Measurement Committee designed by the Organising Authority and approved by the International Six
Metre Association (ISMA).

The Regatta will be governed by:

i) The Rules as defined by the current Racing Rules of Sailing.

ii) The International Six Metre Class Rules and World Championship Deed of Gift.
iii) This Notice of Race except as any of it is amended by the Sailing Instructions.
iv) The Associated British Ports, Southampton, Byelaws.

3.2
3.3
3.4
4.

4.1

v) The Sailing Instructions and its amendments. If there are any discrepancies between the Notice of Race
and the Sailing Instructions, the interpretation and decision of the International Jury shall prevail.
English shall be the official language used in the Regatta.
The prescriptions of the National Authority do not apply.
All times are British Summer Time (UTC + 1 hour)
ADVERTISING

The Regatta is designated Category C under ISAF Advertising Code Regulation 20. Advertising on boats
or
sails allowed according to ISMA advertising rules, Category C. This permits advertising:
(i) on spinnakers

(ii) on the transom

(iii) when moored on flags on the forestay

(iv) on one flag of an event sponsor hoisted on the backstay not higher than two metres above the waterline.
The dimensions of the flag shall not exceed 30cm x 60cm

4.2
4.3

(v) whilst moored, all boats shall fly the regatta logo flag on their forestay. A sponsor’s pennant is to be flown
on the backstay at all time
A yacht may not be named with an advertising name.

Whilst moored, all yachts must fly the regatta logo flag on their forestay. A sponsor’s pennant is to be flown
on the backstay at all times.
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ELIGIBILITY

5.1.1 The Championship shall be open to all yachts of the International Six Metre Class holding a valid Certificate
of Rating. Copies of all measurement certificates shall be available for inspection in the Squadron Office for
the duration of the Regatta. Owners must be current paid up members of ISMA.
5.1.2 The Race Association with the approval of the International Jury, may allow a boat having previously applied in writing to display different sail letters and numbers from its actual identification number.
6.

ENTRIES

7.

PROGRAMME AND RACE SCHEDULE RACES

The Entry Fee is £600. The entry fee can be made by VISA or MASTERCARD credit card, personal
cheques (drawn on a sterling bank account) or by bank transfer. Full details are shown on the entry form.
The entry fee includes free berthing at Cowes Yacht Haven from Monday July 16th to Monday 23rd July
inclusive (8 nights), as well as tickets (5 per boat) for the opening reception and the prize giving ceremony
but does not include launching. Entries shall be sent to the Royal Yacht Squadron, on the official entry form
prior to 31st May 2007. A copy of the yacht’s insurance certificate and current measurement certificate must
also be included.

PROGRAMME AND RACE SCHEDULE RACES
Monday 16th July
HW Portsmouth 1341

Arrival in Cowes, Registration, Boat…
Measurement (times and location)

Wednesday 18th July
HW Portsmouth 1501…
Opening Ceremony at the RYS

Boat Measurement, Practice race…

Tuesday 17th July
HW Portsmouth 1422

Thursday 19th July
HW Portsmouth 1537
Friday 20th July
HW Portsmouth 1611

Race 1
Race 2
Race 3
Race 4

Saturday 21st July
Race 5
HW Portsmouth 1646
Race 6
Championship Dinner		
Sunday 22nd July
HW Portsmouth 1725

7.1

8

Race 7

Monday 23rd July
Race 8
HW Portsmouth 1813
…
Prizegiving RYS		

Registration, Boat Measurement…
(time and location)

(5 x tickets included in entry fee)

First Warning Signal 1020…
(as soon as possible after race 1)
First Warning Signal 1020…
(as soon as possible after race 3)

First Warning Signal 1020 …
(as soon as possible after race 5) …
(Tickets available from RYS Office)
First Warning Signal 1020…

First Warning Signal 1020…
(5 x tickets included in entry fee)

Eight (8) races are scheduled. Five (5) races shall be completed to constitute a valid championship. If more
than five (5) races are sailed, the worst result will be discarded. Additional races may be sailed at the discretion of the Race Committee in order to achieve a minimum of five races.
COURSES

The courses to be sailed will be windward/leeward type and will be in The Solent, Admiralty Charts SC
5600-6, 5600-8 and 5600-12 refer.
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9.

INTERNATIONAL JURY

10.

SCORING SYSTEM
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An International Jury will be appointed in accordance with RRS Appendix “N”. All decisions of the International Jury shall be final in accordance with rule 70.4.

Low Point Scoring System (A4.1 RRS) will be applied to all yachts racing.

11. PENALTIES FOR BREAKING RULES OF PART 2

In accordance with RRS 44 a boat that may have broken a rule of RRS Part 2 while racing make take a
penalty. RRS 44.1 and 44.2 are amended to the extent that one 360 degree penalty turn penalty shall apply,
consisting of one tack and one gybe.

12. TROPHIES AND PRIZES

The following Trophies will be competed for:

The World Cup Trophy – Awarded to the winner of the Modern Division
The DJINN Trophy – Awarded to the winner of the Classic Division

The KSSS Trophy: The Classic Six Metre World Cup Trophy – Awarded to the winner of the Classic to the
1st or 2nd Rule

The Baum and König Vintage Trophy – Awarded to the winning Classic yacht in the Vintage Class. Please
note that racing flags are mandatory for eligibility for this Trophy.

13.

SAILING INSTRUCTIONS

14.

DISCLAIMER

Sailing Instructions will be available at the Race Office on the day before the first race of the World Championship when registration is completed. They will be posted on the RYS website in advance of the regatta.

The Organising Authority, Race Organisers and Sponsors shall not be liable for any loss, damage, death or
personal injury howsoever caused to the Owner/Skipper or crew as a result of their taking part in the race or
races. Moreover, every Owner/Skipper warrants the suitability of his boat for the race or races.
The safety of a boat and her entire management including insurance shall be the sole responsibility of the
Owner/Skipper who must ensure that the boat is fully found, thoroughly seaworthy, manned by a crew sufficient in number and experience who are physically fit to face bad weather. The Owner/Skipper must be satisfied as to the soundness of the hull, spars, rigging and all gear. He must ensure that all safety equipment is
properly maintained, stowed and in date and that the crew know where it is kept and how it is to be used.

15.

Neither the establishment of these conditions, nor their use by the Organising Authority the Race Organisers
and Sponsors, in any way limits the absolute responsibility of the Owner/Skipper. The crew are nonetheless
advised to satisfy themselves as to the experience of the skipper and the adequacy of all safety equipment
and insurance arrangements.
INSURANCE

The boat is required to hold adequate insurance and in particular to hold insurance against third party claims
in the sum of at least £2,000,000 (or the equivalent in Euros or other currencies).
Competitors are also advised to effect their own personal accident insurance.

12
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6 METRES - AMENDMENTS TO NOR & SIS
International 6 Metre World Championship
16 – 23 July 2007

AMENDMENT NO 1 TO THE NOTICE OF RACE
7. Programme and Schedule of Races

The Championship Dinner will take place on FRIDAY 20TH JULY 2007 and not Saturday 21st July 2007.
Simon van der Byl

Rear Commodore Yachting, RYS
Principal Race Officer

AMENDMENT NO 2 TO THE NOTICE OF RACE
(2nd April 2007)
6. Arbitration

An Arbitration system may be in operation for protests of rules in RRS Part 2. The penalty shall be 30%, in which case
it shall be announced on the Official Notice board. The rules of Arbitration are to be found in the SI Appendix A.
Simon van der Byl

Rear Commodore Yachting, RYS
Principal Race Officer

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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International 6mR World Championship
16 – 23 July 2007

ENTRY

FORM

To be returned prior to 31st May 2007.

The Secretary, The Royal Yacht Squadron

The Castle, Cowes Isle of Wight, United Kingdom, PO31 7QT
Tel + 44 (0)1983 292191 Fax + 44 (0)1983 200253
mail@rys.org.uk

Name of Yacht: … ………………………………………………………………………………
Sail Number:… …………………………………………………………………………………
Owner:……………………………………………………………………………………………
Helmsman… ……………………………… Nationality: ………………………………………
Club: … …………………………………………………………………………………………
1st Crew: … ……………………………… Nationality: … ……………………………………
2ndCrew …………………………………… Nationality:…………………………………………
3rd Crew …………………………………… Nationality: … ……………………………………
4th Crew …………………………………… Nationality… ……………………………………
Home Address of Owner/Helmsman:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Telephone: …………………. Fax: ………………….… Mobile: …………… ………………
E-mail: ………………………………………………………………………………....
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I agree to be bound by the rules as defined in the current Racing Rules of Sailing and all other rules that govern
this event. In particular I have read Paragraph 15 of the Notice of Race and confirm that I agree to its provisions
and that my yacht will conform to its requirements throughout the event. I confirm that I will have Third Party
Insurance in place for the duration of the Regatta of not less than £2,000,000 or its equivalent in Euros.
I confirm that I am a fully paid-up member of ISMA.
I enclose:
•

A copy of my yacht’s Measurement Certificate

•

Entry Fee

£………..

For payments by bank transfer:
Bank name 		

Lloyds TSB plc

Account Name 		

Royal Yacht Squadron Secretary’s Account

Sort Code 		
Account No 		

IBAN 			
BIC 			

30-95-99

01464334

GB88LOYD30959901464334
LOYDGB21641

If you choose to pay by bank transfer please add £10 to cover bank charges
OR
By Mastercard or Visa:

Please debit my Mastercard/Visa

Card no …………………………………………
Expiry date………………………………..........
Name on card………………….......................
Billing address ………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………………………….
OR

By a sterling cheque drawn on a UK bank

I enclose my cheque for £ …………………...

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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THE FULL CREW MUST SIGN BELOW (but this section can be completed at registration)
Signed :… …………………………………… Date: ………………………………… ………
Name in capitals …………………………………………………………………………………
.

Signed … …………………………………… Date ………………………………………… …
Name in capitals …………………………………………………………………………………
Signed … …………………………………… Date ……………………………………………
Name in capitals …………………………………………………………………………………
Signed … …………………………………… Date ……………………………………………
Name in capitals …………………………………………………………………………………

The list below shows confirmed entries to the International 6mR
World Championship, 16 - 23 July 2007:
Boat Name
Battlecry
Bravade VI
Courage IX
Dix Aout
Fagel Bla
Mena
Temptation III

Sail No.… …………
GBR89………………
F116…………………
GER118… …………
FRA111… …………
SWE6… ……………
GG30… ……………
SUI104… …………

Nationality… ………Owner/Charterer……………
British… ……………J Korn & J Phelps… ………
French… ……………J D Sarraquigne… …………
German………………Dietrich Gruenau……………
French… ……………Pierre-Paul Heckly… ………
Swedish… …………Fredrich Dahlman… ………
German………………Dr Thomas Kuhmann………
Swiss… ……………Beat Furrer… ………………

Year of Build
1988
1988
1989
1937
1982
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The following have registered their interest in the event but have not yet entered:

Boat Name
Bear
Beausobre
Blade
Caprice
Carin II
Ca Va
Conch Fritters
Cream
Duet
Erica
Flapper
Fintra
Finvola
Fiona
Fleau
Goose
Gubbrora
Korrigan
Lisbeth 5
Maida
Maybe VIII
Maybe XIV
Melita
Nancy
New Sweden
Raven
Rebecca
Sara of Hango
Scoundrel
Scoundrel 1
Sting
Sunray
Tempest
Titia
Toy
Tsigane
Wildcat II

Sail No
GBR102
SUI15
SWE127
GBR48
tbc
tbc
BAH1
GBR100
K15
GBR57
N71
tbc
GBR19
NED46
tbc
US81
SWE135
Z40
SWE136
GBR1
FRA105
tbc
GBR42
US60
tbc
S37
SWE119
FIN 49
tbc
GBR86
SWE 123
DEN64
GBR105
GBR22
FIN44
FRA107
GBR94

Nationality
British
Swiss
Swedish
British
British
tbc
British
British
British
British
tbc
tbc
tbc
Dutch
tbc
American
Swedish
Swiss
Swedish
British
French
tbc
British
tbc
French
Swedish
Finnish
British
British
Swedish
tbc
British
British
Finnish
French
British

Entry list dated april 10th, 2007 from www.rys.org.uk

Owner/Charterer
Rees Martin
Pierre Guex
Ricard Siewertz
Paul Smith
Chris Whittstock
Randall Cunningham
Robert Leigh-Wood
Nick Morgan
D K Walters
Peter Andreae Esq
Jacob Vargish
Niklaus Waser
Jurjen Lunshof
Jan Willem
Bernard Haissly
Peter P Hofmann
Ahlin Claes
Yves Janet
Johan H Larson
Richard Rankin
Andre Chaudoye
Christer Salen
David Roberts
Bill Green
Don J L Wood
Valentin Autret
Johan H Larson
Timo Laurila
Rob Gray
Robert Bicket
Thomas Lundqvist
Erik T Larsen/Hans J Oen
Avia Willment
Brian Pope
Kenneth Peranen
Stefan O‘Reilly-Hyland
Andy Ash-Vie

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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Six Metre Worlds and the Metre Ragatta Logistics
We hope to be able to publish a file of comprehensive informations to all yacht-owners and crew coming
from the continent in the next weeks.
You will find the file in www.6metre.ch/regatta/Worldcup2007
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COWES INFORMATION LEAFLET
ACCOMMODATION IN COWES
AGENCIES

Cowes Shore Berths (Sally Warwick)…
16 Castle Road, Cowes PO31 7QZ
JAC Accommodation…
Egypt Esplanade, Cowes PO31 8BS
A Base Ashore…
Baring Road, Cowes, Isle of Wight PO31 8DS
Quay Management Services…
238 Park Road, Cowes PO31 7NQ
RegattaLets…
22 Castle Road, Cowes, PO31 7QZ
Shoreberths…
James Gair, The Anchorage, Cowes PO31 7PE

+44 (0) 1983 291919

sally@busignyhouse.co.uk

+44 (0) 1983 280632

jac@wight365.net

+44 (0) 07809 299874

http://www.abaseashore.com/

+44 (0) 1983 291369

sarah@quaymanagement.co.uk

+44(0)1983 247926

info@regattalets.com

+44(0)7887 564286

james@shoreberths.com

+44 (0) 1983 293153

secretary@rlyc.org.uk

+44 (0) 1983 293581

cowes@rcyc.com

YACHT CLUBS

Royal London Yacht Club…
The Parade, Cowes PO31 7QS
Royal Corinthian Yacht Club…
The Parade, Castle Hill, Cowes PO31 7QU
BED & BREAKFAST

Major Rising…
1 Lammas Close, Cowes
Fellows House (Simon Childes)…
27 Castle Road, Cowes
Oakhill B & B…
Baring Road, Cowes PO31 8DB
40 Birmingham Road, Cowes PO31 7BH
Halycone Villa
Grove Road, Cowes PO31 7JP
Noss Mayo
Baring Road, Cowes PO31 8DW
The Woodvale Hotel
1 Princes Esplanade, Gurnard PO31 8LE
Watchhouse Barn
31 Bath Road, Cowes PO31 7RH
GUEST HOUSES

52 Mill Hill Road, Cowes PO31 7EG
Appartments Marivents
77 High Street, Cowes PO31
Busigny Guest House
16 Castle Road, Cowes PO31 7QZ
Caledon Guest House
59 Mill Hill Road, Cowes PO31 7EG
Toninos Italian Restaurant
8 – 9 Shooters Hill, Cowes PO31 7BE

+44 (0) 1983 282541
+44 (0) 1983 247474

simon@fellowshouse.co.uk

+44 (0) 1983 247217
+44 (0) 1983 292629

ganlys@wight365.net
…

+44 (0)1983 291344

…

+44 (0) 1983 200266

yesford@freeuk.com…

+44 (0) 1983 292037

woodvaleparkin@aol.com…

+44 (0) 1983 293093

b.grazier@btinternet.com

+44 (0) 1983 291458

ferris52@wight365.net…

+44 (0) 1983 292148

julia@marivent.co.uk…

+44 (0) 1983 291919

sally@busignyhouse.co.uk…

+44 (0) 1983 293599

stay@the-caledon.co.uk…

+44 (0) 1983 298464

HOLIDAY VILLAGE CHALETS

Gurnard Pines Holiday Village…
Cockleton Lane, Gurnard

+44 (0) 1983 292395

info@gurnardpines.co.uk

+44 (0) 1983 295171

…

+44 (0) 1983 297240

…

HOTELS

Duke of York
Mill Hill Road, Cowes PO31 7BT
Hillbrow Private Hotel
Tuttons Hill, Gurnard PO31 8AJ
New Holmwood Hotel

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
65 Queen’s Road, Cowes PO31 8BW
Rawlings Hotel
30 Sun Hill, Cowes PO31 7HY
Villa Rothsay Hotel
Baring Road, Cowes PO31 8DF
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+44 (0) 1983 292508

nholmwdh@aol.com…

+44 (0) 1983 297507

info@rawlings-hotel-cowes.co.uk…

+44 (0) 1983 295178

http://www.villa-rothsay.co.uk

PUBLIC HOUSE ACCOMMODATION
The Anchor Inn…
1 High Street, Cowes PO31 7SA
+44 (0) 1983 292823
The Fountain Hotel…
High Street, Cowes PO31 7RR
+44 (0) 1983 292397
		
The Union Inn…
Watchhouse Lane, Cowes PO31 7QH
+44 (0) 1983 293163
FERRY INFORMATION

Red Funnel Red Jet (West Cowes – Southampton)
+44 (0) 870 444 8898
Red Funnel Car Ferry (East Cowes – Southampton)
+44 (0) 870 444 8898
		
Wightlink Car Ferries (Yarmouth – Lymington and Fishbourne – Portsmouth)
For timetables and bookings – 		
Wightlink Fast Cat Passenger Ferry (Ryde Pierhead – Portsmouth)
+44 (0) 870 582 7744

anchorinn@cowes.co.uk
6447@greeneking.co.uk …
fountain.cowes@oldenglishinns.co.uk

For timetables – www.redfunnel.co.uk
For timetables and bookings – …
www.redfunnel.co.uk
+44 (0) 870 582 7744
…
www.wightlink.co.uk
For timetables – www.wightlink.co.uk

DOCTORS

Cowes Medical Centre …
200 Newport Road, Cowes PO31 7ER
Appointments +44 (0) 1983 294902
St Mary’s Hospital…
Parkhurst Road, Newport PO30 5TG

Surgery +44 (0) 1983 295251
+44 (0) 1983 524081

DENTAL SURGERIES

Amery Dental Practice…
4 Terminus Road, Cowes PO31 7TG
J L Wickens…
169 Park Road, Cowes PO31 7NJ

+44 (0) 1983 291863
+44 (0) 1983 293771

CAR HIRE

Solent Self Drive…
34 Coronation Road, Cowes PO31 7JY
Premier Ford…
2 – 3 Riverway, Newport PO30 5UY
Jenkins Vehicle Hire

59 Britannia Way, East Cowes PO32 6DG
TOURIST INFORMATION

General information (Isle of Wight Tourism)
Accommodation Booking Service

+44 (0) 1983 282050
+44 (0) 1983 523441

+44 (0) 1983 289835

+44 (0) 1983 813818
+44 (0) 1983 813813

…

BOATYARDS & SAILMAKERS

Ratsey & Lapthorn (Sailmakers) Ltd …
42 Medina Road, Cowes
David Heritage Racing Yachts Ltd…
Medina Village, Thetis Road, Cowes
OTHER

Cowes Online - information for sailors and visitors
Skandia Cowes Week Online
Cowes Harbour Office…
Town Quay, Cowes PO31 7AS

+44 (0) 1983 294051
+44 (0) 1983 280065

www.cowes.co.uk
…
www.skandiacowesweek.co.uk
+44 (0) 1983 293952
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The next International Championships for 6mJI
European Championship

2008

Cannes (agreed)

European Championship

2010

Switzerland,

World Championship

2009

					
					
World Championship

2011

Newport, Rhode Island, USA (agreed)

Brunnen, Lake of 4 Cantons

(to be confirmed at AGM 2007)
Helsinki

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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QCNC Queen Christina Nations Cup 2007 in Switzerland, Lake of
Geneva, Club Nautique de Versoix
I’m extremely pleased to confirm that the Fleet of the Lake of Geneva will organize the 2007 QCNC. The event
will take place in Versoix, near Geneva. The race dates fixed are Wednesday Aug 29, Thursday Aug 30 and Friday
Aug 31, 2007. The arrivals in Geneva should be scheduled on Tuesday Aug 28 evening or Wednesday 29 early in
the morning. Detailed program, as well as formal invitation will follow in due time.
Best regards,

Joëlle Zumoffen
Cabinet Mayor
Rue Eynard 6

CH - 1205 Geneva, Switzerland

Main phone : +41 22 318 58 18		

Fax :+41 22 318 58 12 		

e-mail :joelle.zumoffen@cabmayor.ch

WORLD CHAMPIONS 6mR- modern
Year

1973 Port of Seattle
USA

Helmsman/Owner

Thomas Blackaller/
Sequoia Syndicate

Boat

US 100 St.Francis V		

1975 Sandhamn
Patric Fredell/Christer Salen
Sweden		

S 75 May Be X			

1979 Seattle
USA

Pelle Petterson/
Pelle Petterson

S 97 Irene				

1983 Newport Harbor
USA

Pelle Petterson/
Pelle Petterson

S 104 Irene			

1987 Seawanhaka
Long Island, USA

Bruce H. Owen/
K 86 Scoundrel			
Mrs. Janet Burnell				

1977 Marstrand
Sweden

Pelle Petterson/
Pelle Petterson

S 91 Irene				

1981 Romanshorn
Abandonet
Switzerland		

xxxx				

1985 Cannes
France

Phillippe Durr/
Phillippe Durr

Z 77 Junior			

John Kostecki/
St. Francis Syndicate

US 120 St.Francis IX		

Flavio Favini/
Toni Bassani

I 74 Nivola			

1989 Marstrand
Sweden
1991 Torquay
Great Britain
1993 Cannes
France

1995 Sandhamn
Sweden
1997 Cannes
France
1999 Hanko
Finland

Leiff Carlsson/
Carlsson/Emtemark

Carl Gustav Piehl
Carl Gustav Piel/
T.Adamsson

S 122 Woodoo			

SWE 114 Notorius			
						

Bruce H. Owen/
GBR 96 Scoundrel			
Bruce H. Owen			
Bernard Haissly/
Bernard Haissly

SUI 77 Fleau			

Carl Gustav Piehl/
Carl Gustav Piehl

SWE 114 Notorius			

2001 Portofino
Cancellet
Italy		

xxxx				

2005 Sandhamn
Sweden

GER 118 Courage IX		

2003 St. Tropez
France

Alba Batzill/
Dietrich Grünau
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EUROPEAN CHAMPIONS
(Winners of the „COPPA FRANCESCO GIOVANELLI“)

6mR-modern

Year

Helmsman/Owner

Boat

1951

Britton Chance

USA Complex II

1954 GENOA
Peter Lunge
Italy		

Norway Ding How			

1955 Genua
Peter Lunge
Italy		

Norway Ding How			

1957 Marstrand
Albert B. Fay
Sweden		

USA Flame			

1961 Cannes
Max Oberti
France		

Italy Twins XI			

1963 Cannes
France

Suisse				
Ylliam XV

1956 Hankö
Folke Wassen
Finland		

Schweden Hojwa			

1958
Ernest Fay
Galveston Bay		

USA Sabre			

1962 Genua
Alberto Ferrari
Italy		

Suisse Contest II			

1978 Alassio
Italy

I 73 Moby Dick VII		

Andre Firmenich
BP.Louis Noverpaz
Lorenzo Federico
Bortolotti

1980 Genua
Otto Müller
Suisse		

G 51 Michel II			

1986 Portofino
Luca Bassani
Italiy		

I 74 Nivola			

1990 Porto Rotondo
John Kostecki
Italy		

US 120 St.Francis IX		

1996 Cannes
Bernard Haissly
France		

Switzerland Fleau			

1984 Sandhamn
Thomas Lundquist
Sweden		

N 85 Filippa			

1988 Falmouth
Philip Walwyn
UK		

K 88 St. Kitts			

1994 Le Benodet
Bruce Owen
France		

Great Britain			
Scoundrel

1998 Cowes
Bernard Haissly
Great Britain		

Switzerland Fleau			

2002 Rungsted
Bernard Haissly
Denmark		

SUI 77 Fleau			

2006 Glücksburg
Germany

GER 118 Courage IX		

2000 St.Tropez
Bernard Haissly
France		

Switzerland Fleau			

2004 Porto Rotondo
Carl Gustav Piehl
Italy		

SWE 114 Notorius			

Alba Batzill
Dietrich Grünau
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Notices from the ISMA office
From the Treasurer

I thought it would be helpful to summarise the accounts for the last three years. During this period, there were two
accounts, in Euro and in Swiss Francs. The following summary is in Euro, and combines both accounts. At the
end of 2004 we paid the ISAF fee for 2005 early, and I have moved it into the correct year. During 2005 there was
also some confusion over the correct class fee, and 64 boats paid Euro 100 each rather than Euro 50. As a result
they were not required to pay again in 2006. In the table I have moved the payments into the correct year.
2004

2005

2006

Fees

5,208.78

5,142.44

Income for year

5,208.78

11,454.94

16,983.14

20,312.27

19,618.79

268.75

217.38

248.00

Sale of Sail Marks

0.00

Add: balance from previous year

11,774.36

Expenditure…
ISAF subscriptions

ISMA News and website

6,312.50

2,837.50

8,857.33

11,287.66

7,500.00

7,500.00

Purchase of sail labels		

1,190.63

Loss on inter-account transfers			

Expenses

279.00		

Bank charges

78.06

Total expenditure

…
Balance carried forward

5,493.63

116.60

8,331.13

7,500.00
287.05

218.75

218.71

8,125.81

9,024.61

8,472.51

8,857.33

11287.66

11,146.28

Note that fee income in 2005 was higher because some fleets paid at the rate of €100 per boat rather than €50.
The low figure for 2006 appears because those fleets that had paid the higher boat rate in 2005 made no further
payment for those boats in 2006.
As you can see, even with the introduction of the sail certification mark, our income is not really enough to cover
our expenses. Remember too that the amount we have paid to operate the website and publish the ISMA journal is
less than the true cost. It is only thanks to Beat Furrer that these essential communications survive.
Voting rights in 2007 are dependent on the fees paid in the previous year

(ISMA By-laws D4). Last year we collected fees for only 109 boats, as follows:
Belgium

Finland

Germany

Netherlands

1

19

13
1

Switzerland 18

		

Denmark

France

1

10

Great Britain

22

USA

22

Sweden

Total

2

109
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These results are very disappointing. We know there are many more active boats than this. If national fleets are
to remain members of ISMA in good standing, it is very important that they collect and send to ISMA the proper
fees from all the boats in racing commission.
Fees are currently set at Euro 50 per boat per year, and should be paid to ISMA by 1 May each year (ISMA By-law
D2). Class Treasurers are asked to make payment where possible direct to ISMA’s Euro account, as follows:
HSBC Bank plc - Chichester Branch
94 East Street
Chichester

West Sussex
PO19 1HD

Sort Code 40-05-15

Account Number 60357406

Account Name: International Six Metre Association

International Bank Account Number (IBAN): GB89 MIDL 4005 1560 3574 06
Branch Identifier Code (SWIFT/BIC): MIDLGB22

Alternatively there is also a UK Sterling account at the same bank, for use if this makes the transfer easier or cheaper:
Sort code 40-17-16

Account number 71710508

Account Name: International Six Metre Association

International Bank Account Number (IBAN): GB88 MIDL 4017 1671 7105 08
Branch Identifier Code (SWIFT/BIC): MIDLGB2103S

Treasurers or Secretaries should also forward a list of the boats for which they have paid, giving the sail number,
name of boat, and name of owner. This can be sent by post to the ISMA Treasurer, Tim Russell, at:
Auburn Cottage

Church Road

North Mundham
Chichester

West Sussex PO20 1JU
United Kingdom

Or by e-mail to tim@timrussell.freeserve.co.uk
All sails measured after 1 March 2005 must carry the official certification mark.

Sail Certification Marks can be ordered from the Treasurer by mail or e-mail. On receipt of your order I will reply
with an invoice and ask you to make payment direct to the ISMA account. The cost is Euro 100 for each mark.
To reduce bank charges, sailmakers are asked to order several marks at a time, rather than buying them individually. As soon as receipt of your payment is confirmed I will despatch the marks by post – there is no charge for
postage. Please make sure you order sail marks in good time, since if I am away there will be no-one to process
your order.
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For the sailmakers:

The sail certification marks can be bought with:
Tim Russell

Auburn Cottage
Church Road

North Mundham, Chichester
West Sussex
PO20 1JU
UK

< tim@timrussell.freeserve.co.uk>
ISMA Board 2006-2007

See page 37 in ISMA Bulletin 2/2006 or in www.6metre.ch/officialISMA news

© Gilles Favez
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To be discussed at AGM 2007 in Cowes
ISMA membership structure

Gentlemen

Some of you may be aware of informal discussions about a possible change to the ISMA membership structure.
Since taking over as Treasurer I have been able to review the Association‘s financial position, and it is clear that it
needs to be strengthened.
I attach a draft of a paper which we might place before the next ISMA AGM.
I would be grateful for your comments.
Tim Russel, ISMA Secretary

ISMA membership and subscription rates
ISMA

Agenda item xx
3 Apr 07

Issue

Establishing a new membership structure and subscription rates based on the Association’s record of income and
expenditure for the years 2004 - 2006.
Recommendation

The Annual General Meeting is invited to agree that the membership structure should be amended as follows:
There will be two categories of membership:
•

•
		
		

Full membership is for the owners of boats currently in racing commission.

Associate membership is for those who are not listed as boat owners, but wish to keep in touch
with the affairs of the class. It is also the appropriate rate for owners of boats not currently in
racing commission.

Subscription rates should be set at €80 for full members, estimated to produce an adequate income based on records of past expenditure, and €30 for associate members to reflect the costs of adding them to the circulation list
for the ISMA Journal.

Owners of two or more boats are to pay subscriptions for each boat at whatever rate is appropriate, except that if
one or more of their boats are in commission then no fee need be paid for boats not in commission.
Joint owners are to arrange that one owner pays the fee appropriate to the boat, and the remainder pay at the associate rate, the total cost to be divided among them at their discretion.
The meeting is further invited:

To consider whether to make associate membership mandatory for all competitors in national and international
events.
To agree to review subscription rates and the fee for Sail Certification Marks when the officers of the Association
are in a position to present a budget for future expenditure.

ISMA News International 6mJI Association
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Background

For several years the Association has struggled to achieve a level of income which would allow it to fund its activities properly. A summary of income and expenditure for the years 2004 – 2006 is attached as Annex A. ISMA
has been able to meet its obligation to pay a subscription to ISAF. However it is clear that the ISMA Journal and
website together absorb all the Association’s remaining income, and this may still be inadequate to meet these
costs (see ISMA Journal 2/2005 pp 8 – 10). Thus the ISMA Journal and website only survive thanks to the goodwill of the editor.
The lack of funding is a matter of serious concern. There is no spare capacity for meeting the costs of other activities which the Association might wish to undertake, such as:
•

meeting the running expenses (stationery, postage, telephone) of the Association’s officers

•

paying membership fees to other bodies

•

•

•

•

•

insuring the trophies

funding the purchase of new trophies

subsidising activities to facilitate the racing and social programme
funding other forms of publicity

paying meeting expenses (such as hire costs for meeting venues)

establishing a contingency fund.

Current Funding Arrangements

Historically, ISMA has derived its income by charging a fee for each boat, collected wherever possible through
National Associations. There have been two particular problems:

From a comparison of fees paid by each national fleet, compared with the number of boats which feature in race
results from those countries, it has become clear that some national fleets have many more boats actively competing in six metre races, both nationally and internationally, than are paying subscriptions.

A number of people have expressed an interest in the class, and some actually own boats which are laid up or undergoing restoration. They have sought advice from ISMA, and the Association’s officers have expended significant time and effort, and some expense, in corresponding with them and answering their questions. Many of these
people have been added to the circulation list for the ISMA journal, and others may wish to be on the list. However
because ISMA fees have, in theory, been related to boats, there has been no attempt to derive an income from such
people to offset the administrative cost of keeping in touch with them and sending them the journal. Some former
boat owners also remain on the circulation list despite no longer paying a subscription.
In an attempt to generate more income, the Association introduced a requirement for sail certification marks on
all sails measured after 1 March 2005. This has proved only partially successful. It is only effectively policed at
major events, and derives no income from boats which use second-hand sails.
Proposals for Alternative Funding

Clearly the Association needs to spread its net wider in the search for funds. This could be achieved to some
degree by more effective monitoring of which boats appear in active competition. The recent initiative to collect
more accurate records of each national fleet will assist in this respect. However, it is the responsibility of each
National Association to control the situation in its own waters. In this regard it is perhaps relevant to note that the
ISMA by-laws permit attendance and voting at General Meetings by National Associations ‘in good standing’.
What comprises ‘good standing’ is nowhere defined, but it might be argued that a National Association which fails
to collect dues from competing boats should automatically forfeit its ‘good standing’. This would mean that its
members would be unable to compete in international events, and it would be unable to vote in meetings or host
events itself.
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Associate Membership

Already a number of National Associations operate an associate membership scheme for people who are not listed
as boat owners, but who wish to keep in touch with the affairs of the class. They include owners of boats which are
not currently in commission. At the moment they pay no subscription to ISMA at all, even though some of them
are on the mailing list for the journal. It is proposed that ISMA should extend to them an associate membership of
the class, at a reduced rate of subscription set to cover the marginal cost of including them on the mailing list
A number of other classes insist that all competitors in their events are members of the class association. It is for
consideration that ISMA should adopt a similar practice, and make associate membership of ISMA mandatory for
all competitors in its international and national events (Worlds, Europeans, North American and individual national championships).
Journal distribution

As a direct consequence of the proposals above, it follows that the Association should not, as a matter of course,
send copies of the journal to non-members. Nevertheless it may be in the Association’s interest to send copies
to a limited circulation, for example to ISAF, and this would be a proper charge on ISMA’s funds. It may be that
National Associations also wish to send copies of the journal to interested parties in their own countries, such as
their national authority, yachting journals, and selected yacht clubs. In such cases it would be appropriate for the
National Associations to pay ISMA for the additional copies they need.
Subscription Rates

The Association holds only limited historical records of income and expenditure. Furthermore it is clear that the
most significant expenditure, on the ISMA journal and website, has been limited by the ability of the Association to
pay, rather than reflecting the true costs of this activity. As a result it has proved difficult to establish an appropriate
subscription rate to be charged for either full or associate membership. However recent work to establish the size
of active fleets world-wide gives some idea of potential income if all members can be persuaded to contribute.
In the absence of a formal budget for income and expenditure in the long term, it is proposed that the subscription
rates at this time should be set as follows:

a. Full membership, for owners of boats in racing commission - €80. This rate is proposed on the basis that it
represents an entirely realistic and affordable rate when compared with the annual costs of maintaining a yacht in
commission.
b. Associate membership - €30. This rate is proposed as an affordable rate which reflects the costs of a journal
such as the one published by ISMA which contains no commercial advertising.
Where an owner has more than one boat, a separate membership fee is payable in respect of each boat. However
where an owner has one or more boats in racing commission, no fee need be paid for other boats laid up or undergoing restoration.
Co-owners bring the additional expense for the Association of keeping in touch with more than one person. An
appropriate way to deal with this would be for one owner to be charged the appropriate rate as the nominal owner,
with the others paying the associate rate. The co-owners could of course make whatever arrangements they choose
to spread the cost of the subscriptions between themselves.

Voting rights at Meetings of ISMA would be based on the number of full membership subscriptions received, as
at present.
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Sail Certification Marks

Sail Certification Marks have been a contentious topic, and recent correspondence indicates that the requirement
has not been imposed in a uniform manner among the fleets worldwide. It is proposed that the requirement for
sail certification marks is maintained for the time being, to be reviewed when the Association is able to assess the
effect of the proposed new membership structure.
Budgeting

The driving factor for the proposed change of membership structure has been the realisation that the current practice of charging a fee to boat owners only does not represent a fair way of meeting the running costs of the Association. The position has been exacerbated by past difficulties in recovering subscriptions from all those owners
liable to pay. However, the Association would be in a much stronger position to demand payment, and to justify
the subscription fee, if it could present members with a budget showing its present running costs and the costs of
a proposed future programme.
It is therefore proposed that the officers of the Association should seek to establish a budget for the Association’s
planned activities, and that the rates of subscription and charges for Sail Certification Marks should be reviewed
as soon as they have done so.
Conclusion

The Association has struggled to achieve adequate funding for a number of years. It needs to ensure it collects all
the income due from its existing members, and also needs to expand its membership by introducing a category of
associate members.
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Metre Class Vision, Mission and Values
Henrik Andersin 29.11.2006

Metre Class Mission, Vision, Strategy and Values

Values: The set of beliefs
Mission:
Why Metre
Yachts

Vision:

Strategy:
How the Metre yachts are going

The future
Of Metre
Yachting

to reach their Vision

2007

2012

A Balanced Plan to reach the Vision
Differentiated Strategy
by Class belonging

Values

Antique (1 and 2d rule, no

Measuring certificates in order
and according to class rule

modification)

Vintage Classics
(No modification 3 rule)

Modification and rebuilding
Standards

Traditional Classics

Racing cost limitations

(Modified and WC Classic yachts,
including 1974)

Simple rules

Modern 1975- (4th

Friendly, great community
of Metre Sailors

rule)

Grand Prix (New 5th rule)
Vision
An attractive racing class with a great heritage
TimeSpan

Rebuild Metre Yachts Brand to is
former glory

Build up a joint Vision

Make a Set of
Strategies for
each Class

2007

Increase Joint efforts
with all Metre Classes

One Metre
Class Strategy
Race Grand Prix
Class

Build up a new Grand Prix Class

2008-9

2010-11

2012
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International Six Meter Association
Replica Rule Amendment Proposal
Background

Seven years have passed since the Replica Rule for the International Six Metre Association (ISMA) was adopted at
the 2000 AGM in St Tropez. With the upcoming 2007 AGM just around the corner, it is logical to assess the growth
of the class this rule has stimulated and to review the below rule wording with an eye toward further stimulating
growth of the class.
ISMA Replica Rule (adopted 2000 AGM St Tropez)
The spirit of Classic Six Metre yachts

The motivation for building a new yacht to old designs should not be with the intention of building a superior
racing boat but to preserve culture historical values. That is why more precise authenticity must be recommended
when building new yachts to old design then when repairing existing yachts.
Definition of a Six Metre New Construction to old design

A new construction to an old design may only be built following precisely the original drawings in terms of shape
and the original authentic building methods and materials. Authenticity is recommended not only in the hull construction but also in deck gear and rigging.

ISMA shall allow construction of a new Six Metre yacht to old design which is permitted to race as a classic Six
Metre provided the following requirements are met:
1.

The construction drawings shall have been completed on or before December 31, 1955.

3.

The construction shall be strictly in accordance with the 6mR Class‘s scantling rules and regulations
of the time of original build.

2.

There shall be no duplication of existing hulls. Prior to commencement of construction, it shall be
documented that the original hull has been demolished or is a constructive or absolute total loss.

The International Six Metre Association, (ISMA) shall be kept informed of the progress during the building stages
and the Class Measurer shall inspect the boat and issue the final Measurement Certificate, upon completion of the
finished hull.

The above rule must be considered only a mild success. Only 2 Classic Six Metres have been built and another is
in the planning process. (As an aside, only 1 Modern has been built.) In this same period, dozens of classic sixes
have been restored or are in the process.

In the same timeframe since the ISMA approved the 6mR replica verbiage the International Eight Metre Association (IEMA) authorized the same concept but without the “duplication of existing hulls” or “prior to December
31, 1955” restrictions. There have been 6(!) boats produced with another 4 being built as you read this proposal.
10 boats! Consider also, that to build an 8mR probably costs at least twice as much as a 6mR. Here are some comments from John Lammerts van Beuren, Executive Secretary for the IEMA:
“So far the International Eight Meter Association (IEMA) has welcomed 6 replica classics and the number is
growing. The rules are simple: Build to the 1924-1949 Lloyd’s Rule. I have copies here to send out as a service
to members looking out to realize their dream and also sent one to Guy-Roland Perrin. We make no demands of
total loss, non-duplication, etc… to get “permission” to build. In the old days even fine designers such as Anker
Nicholson, Fife, and Burgess built 2 or more boats to the same lines with just minor alterations to the rig and/or
flotation. Your ISMA concern was or is a series based on Goose, ours is Iskareen and for the Twelves it’s Vim. Let
it be, these boats were quick, but I doubt whether “Goose” (1938) is still the better boat than for instance Buzzy
III (1956). I guess Olin Stephens would be the better judge of that statement. We have another 4 replica boats
underway as we speak making the total 10 in 2 years time……No hard feelings in the fleet, on the contrary, these
projects are applauded!”
Proposal

Replace the present “Replica Rule” with the following wording:
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ISMA Replica Rule (proposed 2007)
ISMA will allow a new construction to an old design provided that it is built in accordance with the original drawings in terms of shape and the original authentic building methods and materials. Authenticity is recommended
not only in the hull construction but also in deck gear and rigging.

ISMA shall further allow construction of a new Six Metre yacht built to an old design to race as a classic Six Metre
provided the following requirements are met:
1. The construction shall be strictly in accordance with the 6mR Class‘s scantling rules and regulations.

2. The International Six Metre Association, (ISMA) shall be kept informed of the progress during the building
stages and the Class Measurer shall inspect the boat and issue the final Measurement Certificate, upon completion of the finished hull.

3. The use of cold-molded plywood or GRP/epoxy sheeting on the hull is not allowed.
To insure the above is met the following mechanism is recommended:

1. Upon learning that replica plans have been issued, a member of the Technical Committee (TC) will contact
the owner with the goal to guide the owner and builder through the process.

2. ISMA will obtain a full set of scantlings for 6-8-12 available and send out copies free of charge to serious
replica planners. (Lloyd’s R-Rules of 1924-1949)
3. The yard has to submit their plan to the ISMA TC which has to be approved for material use, weight and
weight distribution.
4. One or more ISMA TC members are appointed as the project surveyor/supervisor, the yard is visited during
construction and supported in every possible way.

5. Chief Measurer Guy-Roland Perrin measures the boat after construction and surveys for adherence to the
Scantling Rules. The Chief Measurer may subrogate his responsibilities to another qualified measurer, if
necessary.
6. No glass fibre/epoxy sheeting of new hulls is allowed.

7. ISMA will compile a database of available destroyed designs that are encouraged to be re-built.
8. Those who wish to build a replica will be responsible for any royalty payment or
tual property owner of a design.
9. No duplicate names or sail numbers will be allowed.

fees due to the intellec-
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Rationale

In addition to the lessons learned in the IEMA, the following rationale is offered in support of the above outline
proposal:
1. In some areas of the World there is now a shortage of available yachts to restore.

2. The cost of a full restoration is well documented as more time consuming and expensive than new construction.

3. Many potential owners are not interested in a full restoration “project” boat.

4. The availability of suitable plans and support will influence the choice of boats built, thereby minimizing
the concern that a one design six meter will emerge
5. The desire to build to a design of a favorite designer will further diversify our fleet.

6. Current owners do not own the design of those yachts, only the physical yacht itself. The intellectual property resides with the designer, his/her heirs or designates, the corporate entity for which they toiled, or to
the public domain.
Next Steps

Feedback is encouraged… to Matt Cockburn <mcockbur@adobe.com>

There was so many email exchange about the replica subject that we can not publish this in the ISMA bulletin. We
are confident, that the Classic Committee will find a valuable, final „replica rule“.
Note from Beat Furrer, ISMA news editor.
© Jürg Bollier

END OF OFFICIAL ISMA NEWS
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6mJI Aktivitäten in der Schweiz
Spots from Lake of Constance

Yacht Club of Romanshorn is organizing the 2007 Swiss Class Championship for 6mJI.

YACHT-CLUB-ROMANSHORN

Int. Klassenmeisterschaft 2007 der 6mR
Swiss Open 2007 der X-99

Int. Deutschlandpokal 2007 der First Class8
Liebe Seglerinnen und Segler

Der Yacht-Club Romanshorn freut sich, die 6mR-, X99- und First Class 8- Crews zu Beginn der Saison 2007 in
Romanshorn begrüssen zu dürfen. Mit dem Termin vom 17. – 20. Mai haben wir eine windsichere Zeit gewählt.
Wir erwarten ein stattliches Teilnehmerfeld und faire Wettfahrten. Auch das gemütliche Beisammensein soll an
diesen Tagen nicht zu kurz kommen. Die entsprechende Infrastruktur stellen wir am Land und auf dem Wasser
gerne zur Verfügung.

Ausschreibung
6mR / X99 / First Class 8
Austragungsort und Datum
Tune-up:
		

Donnerstag 17. Mai 2007 vor Romanshorn

Anmelung bitte separat bei der Meldestelle

Die Meisterschaften werden von Freitag 18. bis Sonntag 20. Mai 2007 vor Romanshorn ausgesegelt.
Veranstalter

Yacht Club Romanshorn		

http://www.ycro.ch (Anreiseplan)

Präsident OK				

Ralph Müntener

					

9014 St. Gallen

Auskunftsstelle

		
Hafenmeister				
Regattapräsident			

Rittmyerstrasse 1
Tel. P 071 244 82 26

Tel. G 071 222 36 36
Fax

071 244 82 26

E-Mail sui-73@bluewin.ch

Daniel Müller, 071 463 11 63
Daniel Helbling

Meldeformular YACHT-CLUB ROMANSHORN
Download: www.ycro.ch
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Spots from Lake of Geneva

Le 22 mars 2007 la flotte Lémanique c’est rencontré pour un diner au Restaurant du Club House du Club Nautique
de Versoix. Malheureusement que peu de propriaitaires et équipers ont suivi l’invitation de Joëlle Zumoffen, Presidente de la flotte.
Le programme de régate pour 6mJI se trouve dans le calendrier des régates à le fin de cette brochure. Les informations détaillées se trouve dans les sites internets des Clubs.

Programm 2007
18 - 19 août

Régate due Port

Founex

01 - 02 septembre

Coupe Kim

CNV

29 - 30 - 31 août

08 - 09 septembre

Anciens seulement

Queen Christina Nations Cup

CNV

Mémorial Copponex (Genève et Nyon)…
(Manifestation spéciale pour le 100éme …
anniversaire de Henri Copponex)

07 -08 juillet

Léman Classique

?

28 - 29 juillet

Vieux - Bateaux

La-Tour-de-Plez

21 - 22 juillet
04 - 05 août

Auters dates

3éme Rendez-vous des Mâts en bois Villeneuve
Classique de Sciez

Sciez

09 juin

Genève-Rolle-Genève

25 - 29 juin

Semaine de Soir

CNV

Semaine de Soir

SNR

16 juin

09 - 13 julliet
06 - 10 août
13 - 18 août

Bol d‘Or

102éme Semaine de la Voile
Semaine de Soir

SNG

Snny
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©nautisme romand, 2006
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Championnat Suisse de série des 6mJI 2006
©skipper, Gilles Favez
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6mJI activtiées en France
Dear All,

During the dinner following the UF6mJI‘s AGM last Friday, I was seated next to Jean Mauviel, one of Stefan‘s
crew members.

He put me in touch with a friend of his, Claude Draeger, whose family owned the five French Sixes named „Normand“, built during the 1930‘s, of which Normand III survives and will be present at Cowes.
Claude Draeger has a French publishing house named Anthèse which specialises in limited editions of very expensive yachting books.
He is preparing a book on the metric yacht centennial entitled „LA JAUGE INTERNATIONALE. 1907-2007, le
grand livre du centenaire „ which is being written primarily by Gerald Guétat. He has said that he will contact me
during the writing of the chapter on Sixes.

I mentioned to him the three other centennial book projects which I had heard of:Pekka Barck‘s, which I believe
has been abandonned,
Joel Perrodo‘s, through his Bordeaux-based company, Yachting Heritage, which I believe has also been abandonned,
Ian Dear‘s, which Rees mentioned to me about a year ago, but about which I have no current news.

I think that it is in the interest of ISMA, IMETA and the national Six Metre associations to encourage the possibly
two remaining book projects. I see no problem in providing them with free publicity and links on our web sites.
The above statement is entirely personal and I advise that no immediate action be taken until Tim Street, for ISMA,
and Rees Martin, for IMETA, have had the time to reflect on this idea and to decide what the policy should be.
Best wishes, Basil Carmody
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6mJI activties in Germany
Historie

3.
ÜBERLINGER
YACHT
POKAL

2005

Im Jahre 2005 veranstaltete die
Seglergemeinschaft Überlingen e.V. im
Rahmen des internationalen
Queen Christina Nation Cup
der 6mR-Yachten mit Teilnehmern aus den
USA, Kanada, Finnland, Schweden,
Großbritannien und der Schweiz zum
ersten mal den
Überlinger Yachtpokal.

1. – 2. September
2007
Seglergemeinschaft
Überlingen e.V.
in Zusammenarbeit mit den
Klassenvereinigungen der
6mR-Yachten
Drachen
Schärenkreuzer

2006

Der große Erfolg dieser Regatta führte dazu,
dass im Jahre 2006 zusätzlich zu der 6mRKlasse auch die Drachen eingeladen
wurden und mit einer ansehnlichen Flotte
an den Start gingen.

2007

Mit freundlicher Unterstützung von:

Als dritte Bootsklasse werden für 2007 die
Schärenkreuzer mit den Bootstypen 15er,
22er, 30er und 40er in die Veranstaltung
aufgenommen. Die Wertung bzw. die
Vergütung unter den einzelnen
Schärentypen erfolgt gemäß
Klassenvorschrift nach schwedischem
Vorbild.

It is reported that 2007 there will be no Robbe&Berking
Classics, but should take place in 2008 again.

6mJI activites in Great Britain
-> see World Cup 2007

The British Marine Federation asked Brian Pope and
Andy Postle (owners of Titia) to make a small display
in an exhibition of superyachts in a lovely castle in Falmouth. Brian is never one to miss an opportunity and
said he would put a Six Metre in the Castle. The castle
wall entrance was very small and they just got it through
the portcullis (door) with millimetres to spare. We then
put a large plasma DVD screen in the foyer and had the
Sandhamn DVD playing as the guests came in. I left
the castle with the foyer jammed with people looking
at the DVD. The evening was a great success and made
the Cornish newspapers. Rees Martin.

Programm

Freitag, 31. Aug. 2007
• ab 16:00 Uhr Ankunft der
Teilnehmer
• ab 19:00 Uhr Abendbuffet im
Clubhaus der SGÜ
Samstag, 01. Sept. 2007
• ab 8:30 Uhr Frühstücksbuffet im
Clubhaus der SGÜ
• ab 9:00 Uhr Ausgabe der
Segelanweisungen
• 10:00 Uhr
Steuermannsbesprechung
• ab 10:30 Uhr Startbereitschaft
• ab 16:00 Uhr Kaffee & Kuchen im
Clubhaus der SGÜ (bei Flaute)
• ab 19:00 Uhr Abendbuffet mit
Abendprogramm in der Werfthalle
neben dem Clubhaus der SGÜ
Sonntag, 02. Sept. 2007
• ab 8:30 Uhr Frühstücksbuffet im
Clubhaus der SGÜ
• 10:00 Uhr
Steuermannsbesprechung
• ab 14:00 Uhr Siegerehrung
anschließend Kaffee & Kuchen im
Clubhaus der SGÜ
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6mJI activites in USA
Some thoughts of Matt Cockburn in regard of the
future of our Class
December 20, 2006

ISMA and the future of the International 6 Metre

In considering the future of our class, there are 2 items
to discuss; the administration of our owners association, ISMA, and the future of our boat and the Rule. I
have also attached as an appendix Fredrich Dahlman’s
notes on the 2005 World Cup, originally written to Tim
Street and published in Classic Newsletter 11.
ISMA

The International 6 Metre Association has much that is
good, and some that is
not so good.
The Good

1. We have longevity of ownership and fanatical owners.

2. Our boats are interesting, fun and challenging to
sail.
3. We have heaps of heritage and panache that other
classes can only wish for.

4. We host events at great venues and offer competition at many levels.

5. We are recognized as a beautiful yacht design form
and receive wonderful attention from the general
sailing press and other sailors.
The Not so Good - I wish to be candid here, and do not
wish to place any blame
or point fingers. We all do what we can, but life often
gets in the way.

1. We are an all volunteer organization and must continually grapple with the problems associated with a
geographically disparate group where there is no real
accountability or forced loyalty.
- Short term and inconsistent leadership

- Constant financial challenges (inconsistent dues collection)

- Limited institutional memory - we are perpetually relearning how to deal with problems of the organization
that have been dealt with many times in the past by
previous administrations.
2. We constantly risk burnout with our most active
members - a great example of this is Beat Furrer. How

long will we be able to rely on his willingness to produce and basically finance the ISMA News?

3. The administrative disarray in our class over the past
10 years ( I know we’ve fixed many things) is known
by the other metre classes, as well as by ISAF and a
number of yacht designers, measurers, and National
Authorities.

The Future of ISMA (and IEMA and ITMA) - Vision
and Strategy supported by an administrative structure
with continuity.

ISMA would benefit greatly from some type of professional or dedicated administration. I recognize that this
is a potentially expensive proposition, but costs could
be mitigated were we to join forces with the 8’s, 12’s,
and potentially others, such as the 5’s, 15’s and 23’s.
The sixes are by far the largest of these classes in terms
of outright numbers and geographic spread. There may
be efficiencies and opportunities for our combined
classes, were we to join forces:
Page 2 of 4

- Present a united front to ISAF and our National Authorities for:
Annual International Class dues
International Rule changes

Measurement standards, guidelines and processes

- Shared publishing costs. The 8’s and 12’s both have
websites, as do we. In addition, the 8’s produce an occasional e-newsletter and an annual hard copy

Blue Book of boats and owners. I don’t know what the
12’s publish in hard copy,if anything.
- Shared costs for regattas, should we have combined
events. How could this not be cool? The logistics may
be tough, with our different boatspeeds and course
lengths, but you have to admit it would be awesome.
Think of Cannes with all of the metre classes in all flavors, or Porto Rotondo, or Newport or Cowes, or La
Trinite, or Geneva.

- Shared marketing of our classes. I’m not saying we
should advertise anywhere, but we may be able to
license our logos, if we created a class identity. This
may be too much of a corporate way of looking at this,
but if we have a strategy that
allows people to take a holistic view of the International Metre classes, and to choose which boat to go with,
it might be interesting for us to create a brochurethat
differentiates the boats, their cultures and characteristics.
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Henrik’s vision of explaining and marketing a sailing
experience that rivals or surpasses what many other
classes offer is an interesting strategy that would likely
draw in, or bring back a few sailors. I won’t say that
we would take away money and effort from the TP 52
or Farr 40 camps, but the guys I’ve talked to in those
classes simply don’t have any fun. I recall Bruce Owen’s
comments in an interview after he won the World Cup
at Cannes. He explained that he got out of the big boat
circuit and sold his Swan for a power boat because it
just seemed to cost too much money and time, and just
wasn’t fun anymore. He was done buying dinner (and
all of the other associated expenses) for 15 guys. He
went on to say that he saw some sixes out sailing when
he was coming into port, and that was it - they looked
really good on the water, they were really satisfying to
sail, and there were fewer issues to deal with. For not as
much money and troublethe sixes were more pleasing
to sail, compete in, look at, and the people were more
fun to be around. Simplify and sail in beauty - sail a six
metre. Why do you think the Wally Yachts look like
they do? Because Luca and Tony sailed sixes! I should
also say here that our efforts would likely have the greatest effect in the Northern hemisphere. For whatever
reason the metre classes do not appear to have ever
been very popular with our antipodean friends. There
are a few boats in Australia, and there looks to have
only ever been 1 or 2 in that most sailing nation du jour,
New Zealand.
The Boats and the Rule
New boats, new Rule?

Do we need an updated rule to create the next generation of metre boats? We don’t need to make any of our
boats obsolete, but some current thinking is that we can
move forward without leaving anyone behind. Henrik
Andersin proposed a new “Grand Prix” or 4th Rule.
Andy Parker has been active in presenting his vision
of what this new style of boat could be. Creation of an
updated rule would offer more choice and availability
to those considering a Page 3 of 4 move to the metre
classes. The sixes would be a great place to start for
the simple reason that the sixes would be the least expensive to design and build, given certain restrictions.
The boats would be recognizable as sixes, but different,
which is what we have today through the past 100 years
of development and Rule 1, Rule 2 and Rule 3. I am not
a naval architect, nor am I a boat builder, but we need
to keep some practical considerations in mind: Will the
new deeper draft make it more difficult to transport?
There are height restrictions for certain roadways and
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they differ by nation/continent. Will the new boats fit
in a standard 40 foot container? Will decreased panel
weights support the new, probably higher stresses on
the hull and rig? What about wood? Is it really a 6 metre?
More Replicas

In 2000 we voted to allow the creation of replicas of
boats that have been certifiably destroyed or are constructive total losses. Our rule on replicas specifies that
traditional techniques must be used in their creation,
and that they must measure 6 metres to qualify for
competition. To date there are 2 of these boats, DEN
64 Sun Ray, built to a 1939 Arvid Laurin design, and
FIN 49 Sara of Hango, built to a 1947 Gosta Kyntzell
design. There are currently plans for the creation of a
boat in Denmark to a 1939 S&S design, but with no
schedule or timeframe. It is fairly clear that our experiment has been somewhat successful, but not amazingly so. Only 1 Modern has been built in the same
timeframe. I suggest we take this one step further and
allow anyone to build a boat to any existing design,
provided that detailed design drawings and plans exist.
Limiting construction of replicas to destroyed boats is,
well, limiting, and closes the door on growth among
the Classics. There are simply not all that many boats
left to restore, and many that are waiting for restoration
or conversion back to racing configuration are not of
interest to the marketplace.
Geese?

What would this lead to? Everyone’s fear is that there
will all of a sudden be dozens of “Goose”, “Llanoria”
, “Toy” or “Ylliam IX” (now Mecara II) replicas and
everyone else will be left behind. I seriously doubt it,
and they’d still have to spend on the order of $125,000
to $200,000, then show up on the racecourse, rated 6
metres, with a crew ready to win. I know that most of
the current owners of these boats will object, but the
important point is that they only own the boats, not the
designs of those boats. I can’t think of a single current
Classic 6 metre owner in the world today who paid Olin
Stephens, Gosta Kyntzell, Arvid Laurin, David Boyd,
William Fife or Clinton Crane a penny for the design
of their boat. The designs for Goose and Llanoria were
paid for by Dr. George Nichols and the Whiton/Loomis Syndicate, respectively, not by the current owner
of the boats. S&S retains the rights to those designs and
would charge a royalty, as well as offer consulting expertise, to anyone who wished to build a boat to those
designs. I know that Jorgen Jensen paid approximately
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$3500 to S&S for the right to build Design 292. If a
design lives in the public domain, so much thebetter
for anyone wishing to build a new boat. Let’s open the
gates. More boats, even is they’re new, are better than
less. Who knows? Maybe we’ll get a raft of Vintage
Replicas that are more traditional than even our oldest
boats. Page 4 of 4
Appendix

Experience & Conclusions from the 6mR World
Cup 2005 from a class perspective.

The general conclusion coming out of the Neonode 6mR
World Cup 2005 is that it was a huge success and most
sailors felt good about Sandhamn and the arrangements
despite the very tough conditions. The long, hard days
clearly put many to bed early in the evenings which
perhaps does not need to be a bad thing at all. However,
the feeling is that currently there is no real handover
between World Championship organisers and the experience from the previous organizer is not handed on to
the next and continuity does not exist. There is no clear
“3-5 year business-plan“ to promote the class and, up to
now, the class has not been organized, so that the WC /
EC and other regattas are not clearly part of a total way
to bring the class forward and promote it. At present
each event is being dealt with as a stand alone action.
I believe that we are now at a crossroads, where the
development of 6mR has come to a standstill, which is
demonstrated by the fact that
the classics fleet is now bigger
than the Moderns. Every WC
organizer seems to start with
a fresh, clean sheet of white
paper, with the result that the
main existence of the class is
only due to this Newsletter and
the ISMA Bulletin produced
by Beat Furrer. At this year’s
World Cup at Sandhamn, the
strategic management by each
country’s ambassadors, the
new web site, the film every
day, the Commodore’s Barbeque and the KSSS Regatta
dinner were those things that
were good and which kept the
sailors interested and together
during the evening. Behind
the curtain, the Swedish Committees were struggling with
housing, transport sponsors
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and getting the new web working, the combination of
which took almost all their energy out of the organizers. Clear written and structured tasks, which were set
out between the KSSS and the SWE 6mR association
in the form of a written project plan showing vital dates
and responsibilities, was of immeasurable use when it
came to sharp action.
SUGGESTIONS

It is proposed that:

3-5 years business plan should be produced, with a
strong vision and associated strategies supporting that
vision, not only for the WC/EC, but also for the Classic
Newsletter which is keeping the class together Sponsor
and transport sponsor be identified within each country
who will be willing to buy into this vision for a longer
time than 1 year. A handover system from the previous organizers of each major event to the next one and
to invite the previous project manager also be part of
the next organiser’s important project meetings, thus
to ensure that experience is passed onto the next organisers. A total 6mR Register governed by ISMA to be
prepared as complete as possible. (Note: In an earlier
paragraph the present position on producing a “Total
6mR Register is reported on). A web site that has the
same basic elements, but can be tailor-made for the
next organizers.
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Brooklin, Maine (April 2, 2007) - For immediate release, Brion Rieff Boat Builder (BRBB) is in the
design phase of a new modern 6mR Class yacht to be raced in the 2009 World Championships
to be sailed off Newport, Rhode Island, USA.

Over the past 10 years there has been growing interest
in the US for the 6mR Class through the Classic division, with the possibility of twelve yachts on the East
Coast competing in 2008. The West Coast Fleet remains strong and has also taken an interest in the organization and growing numbers in the East. This North
American interest is expected to peak in the next few
years with the return of the World Championships to
the East Coast USA, last held at Oyster Bay – SCYC
in 1987.
While the Classics may be the elegant approach to the
World Championships, winning in the Moderns takes
cutting edge ideas, technical refinement, and thorough
design work. The Modern 6mR epitomizes a purposebuilt racing machine; slender, efficient and powerful.
To create a competitive design, a team must be willing
to take some risks and look outside the norm to improve on standards set by the past century‘s greatest yacht
designers.

The BRBB Design Team embodies this philosophy.
The three co-designers: Brion Rieff, Jacob Vargish,
and Sam Chamberlain, have lead restorations of Classic 6mRs in the recent past establishing a very high
and competitive standard of practice. They have also
worked on the building and appendage refits of current
12mR World Champions and other successful 12mR
programs. The time is right for them to launch a newly
designed Modern 6mR.

Devotees to historical yacht design and ratings, BRBB
Design Team has been researching and developing
ideas and concepts for their Modern that transcend several generations of metre boats from the early 1900s
to the most competitively sailed metre boats, the exAmerica’s Cup contenders, the 12mR Class Grand-Prix
Division. Careful review of the designs for the 2007
America’s Cup Class yachts has also been made. They
believe by studying and understanding the footpath of
the past, they are more capable of stepping even farther
forward today.
From its onset the Design Team has incorporated persons from all facets of a successful racing yacht: the
technical designers, the boat builder, the sail maker,
the spar and rig builder, the hardware supplier, and of
course, the sailors. Most have several years to decades
of experience in their field. With each design team leader working closely together, every part of the yacht
will be designed to best fit with the overall project,
yielding the best overall design and manufacture for
success.

Any rating based development class that has undergone
over 100 years of refinement, requires a high level of
analysis to prove an evolutionary concept. Analysis of
the design is being made with extensive use of proprietary Velocity Performance Prediction software. Evaluation of preliminary hull and appendage designs is being
made through the well-tested Computational Fluid Dynamics software, FloSim. Lastly, final design concepts
are being verified with 3rd-scale models, constructed
by the builder, through model testing. Of course, the
yacht will comply with all applicable Class Rules and
will be optimized for the expected sailing conditions.
Already they have shown advances in design over the
present fleet, and with several more months of the primary design phase further improvement is expected.
Design and testing will continue through the summer
and fall 2007. The building of the new boat is set to
begin in the winter of 2007. Extensive sailing and two
boat trials with 6mR US108, ST FRANCIS VII, currently in Brooklin, Maine is scheduled for 2008. Boat
modifications will not be unexpected after these trials,
and she and her sailing crew will be fully race ready
and in Bristol trim for the summer of 2009. The BRBB
Design and Sailing Teams look forward to plying the
waters off Newport with the best in the World.
New England 6mR Fleet

The New England 6mR fleet gathered at the NYYC’s
Harbour Court club for the annual winter gathering over
the weekend of February 17th. With thirty five people
in attendance, a broad agenda was successfully covered that included three main topics: (1) finalizing the
dates for the 2009 6mR World Cup in Newport, RI, (2)
restoration activities and fleet growth on the East Coast
of the U.S. (3) commentary on the modern design proposal of Jaun Kouyoumdjian from five naval architects
– culminating in the announcement of the intention to
build a new US based Modern, US126. US126 plans to
debut in Newport 2009 and is the collaborative design
effort of Brion Rieff, Sam Chamberlin and Jacob Vargish of Brion Rieff Boatbuilder Co.
World Cup Newport 2009: Bill Doyle, Vice President
of Performance Research and Chair of Trustees for the
Museum of Yachting (MoY) updated the fleet on logistical considerations and sponsorship opportunities for
the 2009 regatta. In order to maximize exposure for the
event and minimize logistical headaches, the following
dates have been chosen.
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DoW

Date

Event

Evening

Thursday

9/3/2009

Measurement (Madcap Challenge Cup)

Open

Wednesday

9/2/2009

Measurement

Friday
9/4/2009
Measurement (Madcap Challenge Cup)
			
Saturday
9/5/2009
		
Sunday
9/6/2009
		

Skipper Dinner at Clark Cooke House
Cocktail party at MoY, MR Awards
and WC Welcome

MoY Classic Regatta & 							
6mR NA/WC Practice Race
MoY Classic Post Race
MoY Classic Regatta & 							
6mR NA/WC Practice Race
MoY Classic Post Race

Monday
9/7/2009
Layday/Entry Confirmation/							
		
Measurement Confirmation
NYYC Dinner NA Awards and 		
			
WC Welcome
Tuesday

9/8/2009

6mR World Cup Day 1 (Races 1 & 2)

MoY / Open

Thursday

9/10/2009

6mR World Cup Day 3 (Races 5 & 6)

Dinner at IYRS

Wednesday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday

9/9/2009

9/11/2009

9/12/2009
9/13/2009

6mR World Cup Day 2 (Races 3 & 4)
6mR World Cup Day 4 (Race 7)
6mR World Cup Day 5 (Race 8)

MoY / Open
MoY / Open

6mR Awards

Pack up	 
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The North American 6mR fleet is excited about this
regatta as the organizing authority, MoY, aims to add
some new features. First, the Madcap Challenge Cup,
a match racing event “… to be awarded to the Yacht
Club represented by the winning yacht in a match race
series of the International Six Meter Class.” This cup
has been won by such luminaries as Tom Blackaller
and Paul Cayard. Furthermore, visiting boats will be
invited to join the North American fleet in the North
American Championship regatta held on the Saturday
and Sunday prior to the World Cup.
Although visiting yachts will not be allowed to win the
North American Cup, there will be awards for top finishing non-North American yachts. Yachts not interested in using the North American Cup as a tune-up for
the World Cup are more than welcome to participate in
the MoY Classic Regatta, generally characterized by
longer legs with time adjusted ratings based upon the
Classic Rating Formula (CRF). In this format, 6mRs
have raced and faired well against over 60 classics representing the following sampling of classes/boats/rules:
NY30, NY32, Dorade, Ticonderoga, P Class as well as
8mR and 12mRs. There will be one layday between the
North American Cup and the World Cup followed by
five days of World Cup racing in Newport, RI.
Evening events will be hosted at several famous Newport venues, including the NYYC Harbour Court, Museum of Yachting, International Yacht Restoration School
and the Clarke Cook House. While events are subject
to fine-tuning by the organizing authority, we encourage participants to mark these dates on their calendar
and look forward to an exciting two weeks of World
Class racing in the cradle of American yachting.

Restoration activities: The New England fleet had several exciting restoration announcements including:
US51 Totem (Concordia Boatyard), US56 Jill (Rock-
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port Marine) and US24 Madcap (IYRS). US55 Lucie
is nearing completion and should be in the water this
summer. US21 Priscilla has been located and is also
slated for full restoration alongside Madcap. As a result of this activity, it is possible the New England Fleet
will reach twelve boats on the starting line in Newport
in 2008. Remarkable growth. One interesting component of this growth has been a resurgence of early Rule
II boats, Madcap and Priscilla should be joined by US1
Sakie and US14 Syce with the outside chance that N22
Oslo will also be done.

Modern conversations: Five naval architects were invited to comment on the preliminary design of Juan
Kouyoumdjian: Greg Stewart (Nelson Marek Yacht
Design), Jacob Vargish (Brion Rieff Boat Builder)),
David Pedrick (Pedrick Yacht Design), James Moran (Sparkman & Stephens) and Bruce Kirby (Bruce
Kirby Design) in absentia. Without delving into excessive detail, it was universally agreed that Jaun K.’s
design was stimulating new directions of thought, but
there was significant disagreement about whether the
boat would be fast. Bruce Kirby, who could not attend,
wrote, “… thanks for the Juan K. info. I had seen most
of it before and find it very interesting indeed. There‘s
always the decision about whether to torture the hull
to make it a three- dimensional description of the rule,
or whether to take it a little easy on God‘s ocean in the
hope of not damaging the waves. It will be exciting to
see if Juan‘s magic machine has come up with the right
answers!!” In conclusion, Jacob Vargish announced
that Brion Rieff Boatbuilder Inc. is in advanced stages
of design and testing of a new hull.
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New England Fleet Summer Schedule: The New
England 6mR fleet finds itself somewhat depleted this
summer owing to N71 Flapper’s campaign in Cowes
combined with the ongoing restoration of US55 Lucie
and US51 Totem, which temporarily leaves US52 Alana without her usual cadre of classic competitors. As
a result, the New England fleet will have a relatively
subdued series in Blue Hill, ME focusing upon racing
the well match moderns, US108 St. Francis and US112
Ranger in the Danforth Cup on July 21st as well as several days of match racing on July 30th, August 1st,
Blue Hill to Brooklin port to port on August 3rd, Eggemoggin Reach Regatta on August 4th finishing with
a port to port cruise from Brooklin back to Blue Hill.
There will also be another match racing series on Au-
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gust 24th and 25th. All New England boats are committed to converging on Newport in 2008 for several
regattas in preparation for 2009. Any European boat
interested in coming to Newport, RI a year early to join
the New England fleet in the ramp up to 2009 are most
welcome.
Respectfully submitted,
Toby Rodes

Secretary, New England 6mR Fleet

North American Six-Meter revival

This is a reprint from ©WoodenBoats Magazine no
194, page 58-69, by Chris Museler
The Editor wishes to thank Maynard Bray, Martha
Hoffman, Eric Jespersen, Alison Langley <www.

langleyphoto.com>, Chris Museler, Neil Rabinowitz
<www.neilrabinowitz.com >, Dennis St Onge <www.
da-woody.com>, David Tasker and Matt Murphy, editor of Wooden Boat magazine, for permission to reprint
this excerpt.
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6mJI activites in Australia
Geoff Docker, Dara Johnston, Robert Bishop, Graeme
Taylor and Mark Riley were to meet in earlier March
at the Sydney Amateur Sailing Club in Mosman Bay
for a founding meeting of a future Australian Six Metre
national association. Good news !

6mJI activites in the Netherlands
Dutch International Six Metre Association (DISMA)
re-established.

We are proud and happy to announce that we have been
able to re-establish the Dutch International Six Metre
Association just before Christmas 2006. Revival after 65 years or so! A first get together in a very good
mood!
In the times between the two World Wars there was a
fleet of about 20 Sixes with its maximum around the
Olympic Games in 1928 held in Amsterdam. As far
as we know only Edith (H2) and Sally (H10) are still
existing in the Netherlands from those days. All others
are exported or vanished.

D1

Dutch Nanny, Peer Broenden-design

Only classic Sixes, no moderns! The fleet is still
scattered around Holland. Fortunately Holland isn’t
that big and fully flat, so almost every place is to be
reached by water. Attempts will be made to ground a
Six-centre in Muiden (near Amsterdam) This season
the first races since more than 50 years are planned for
end of August. We even are bidding for the Worlds in
2014..........
It is the intention that at least two Sixes (Noreg III and
Fiona) will attempt the Worlds and/or the Metre Regatta in Cowes this summer.

Although still small in numbers we have the intention
to proceed the sailing tradition of the Dutch!
Paul Bos / Marc Heijke

6mJI activites in Argentinia
Dear 6mr sailors

Leonor is finally sailing after 5 years of restauration
process. We tryed to

In the last few years consequently more Sixes appeared
on the Dutch waters so that at this moment we have
a fleet of 13 Sixes, some sailing (Piccolo, Goodwood,
Sally) , others in different state of restoration (Caramba, Azais, Norna and Edith) and/or sleeping. Even one
Six is being completely rebuilt (Hakahala) . In 2006
two Sixes were imported from Switserland (Fiona and
Azais), very recently one from Norway (Zephyr) and
one from Denmark (Noreg III)

restaure to the original design and also to comply with
the Internatinal

H8

Edith, 1925 Bjarne Aas design

during these years.

H21

Caramba (ex S39), 1926 Tore Holm design

We made a new wooden mast and we are using the original boom. The hull

Metric Rule. As we didnt have the sailplans nor the
building ones, we had to

restaure her according to the pictures we could get from
the former ownwers,
old measurement forms, etc.

At this moment the fleet consists of:

We would like to thank you all for the inforation you
have provided us

H19

I send you the pictures of the first sailing.

H10
sign

Piccolo, 1926 de Vries Lentsch design

Sally (ex Old Salt), 1926 de Vries Lentsch de-
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Hakahala, 1935, Knut Reimers design

N72

Noreg III, 1939, J. Anker design

H20
S82

G37
Z14
Z16
S34

Goodwood, 1971, Lehmann design

Norna IV (ex N8), 1922 Bjarne Aas design

planking is almost original except for pieces that had
to be changed

because of the engine it had, etc. The deck is new, made
from hemlocl pine.
I hope you like the pictures.

Irmy, 1936 Henry Rasmussen design

We are planning to go to Europe to race the 2007 Metric Rule Centenary race.

Azais, 1933, F. Camatte design

Jorge.

Fiona, 1935, W. Fife design

Zephyr, 1928, J. Bothén-design

Best Regards.
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I‘m Jorge Ferrero from 6mr Leonor. I wrote you some
weeks ago for some information about the measurement of our 6mr to go race cowes 2007. We are now in
touch with Guy Perrin for this matter.

We have a sponsor for travelling and taking the boat
from argentina, and we are making all the paperwork to
export the boat. Our custom agent is asking if the event
organization has agents to help foreing crews to deal
with the customs office when the boat arrives to South
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Hampton. Can you tell me who can I talk to about this
matter.
Sorry for bothering with this. Best regards. Jorge.

Atentamente,

Jorge Ferrero

Hood Sailmakers Arg.

Ph/Fax#: +5411 4742 8070

Email: info@hood.com.ar - http://www.hood.com.ar
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6mJI activites in Hungary
In Hungary there are two 6mR yachts:
„Hungaria” HUN-1 (previously M-1)

Designed: by Gustav Estlander 1927 (?)

Built: 1928, by Hungarian Shipyard at Balatonfüred (at
that time called „IBUSZ Shipyard”)

Owned: at first by the „Kiralyi Magyar Y.C” (Royal Hungarian Y.C.), then „OTT” (National Council of
Physical Training), after keeping it ashore for some
years, in 1939 was bought by Lajos Dereskei Fodor architect, from 1948 owned by a Club at Balatonföldvár,
which had some names , from 1962 (1963 ?) till now
is owned by OMFB. (OMFB was the National Technical Development Committee, now it has an another
name).
The boat participated on the Olympics at Amsterdam,
1928, placed 11th of 13 boats.

cian. In 1950 was bought by MESZHART (HungarianSoviet Shipping Co.). In 1952 the boat was stored in
the Hungarian Shipyard, Balatonfüred. At the end of
1953 the boat was changed by Miklós Jákó (Nick Jako)
for his three another boats (Pirat+Olimpia jolle+Star).
Nick Jako went to Canada in December of 1956, and
gave the boat for his father. Due to the political regime
in the September of 1959 the boat was distrained for
the MFB (Hungarian Development Bank). In 1979 the
MAHART (Hungarian Shipping Co) has got the boat,
by an another „change” for 2 Solings, and it owns till
now.
(In Canada Nick Jako between 1973-2004 had an other
6mR, which called „Talizman II”, and he won with it
four times East-Canadian Championship. He also participated three times –with a rent boat- on World Championships.
On the Lake Balaton there is a famous non-stop roundthe-lake race, the „Blue Ribbon”. (The cordlenght of
the lake is 77 km. The first round was in 1934 with 21
boats, in 2006 were 449 boats.)
The „Talizman” was the 2nd either in 1942 (dr. Miklós Tuss), or 1989 (András Korcsog), the „Hungaria
in 1947 was the 1st (dr. Kálmán Tóth), either in 1971
(Zoltan Hillier) or 1979 (Dénes Bartos) was the 3rd.
Photos are taken by: …
„Talizmán 1942” by dr. Miklós Tuss

„Hungaria”, „Talizman” recent photos by Zsolt
Szamódy

They had a collision with Prince Olaf of Norway: as we
know, in that times there was an interesting rule: „always the King has right to way”. The Hungarian boat
used the IYRU rule, therefore the two boats collided,
there were not too big damages. This was the last time
to use the „King’s rule”.
On the Olympics the helmsman was János Mihálkovics, the crew were: dr. Miklós Tuss, Sándor Burger,
Tibor Heinrich, Sándor Sebők.
„Talizmán” HUN-2 (previously M-2)
Designed: 1941 by Olin Stephens

Built: 1942, Hungarian Shipyard at Balatonfüred

Owned: from the beginnings by dr. Miklós Tuss physi-

Recent Helmsmans: …
„Hungaria” Dr. György Balogh, E-mail: bgyvam@
gmail.com
„Talizman” Gabor Jordan, E-mail: jordan.gabor@
wipjb.axelero.net
Gabor Csernussi

IM for ISAF, Chairman of the Technical Committee of
the Hungarian Yachting Association
Address: H-1118 Budapest, Iglói u. 3, Hungary
E-Mail: pelso89@t-online.hu
T/Fax: +36-13650-825

Mobil: +36-309331-840
Skype: csernussi.gabor
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6mJI Aktivitäten im Norden
Finland
FINLAND’S RACE SCHEDULE 2007
ESF 16-17.6.

Helsinki Regatta 29.6.-1.7.
Hanko regatta 5-7.7.

Tallinn, Estonia regatta 26-28.7.

Viapori 11.8. Parade-competition
Sinebrychoff Challenge 12.8.

Evli Classic Metre Nationals, Class Championships 18-19.8.
Musto Cup, Helsinki BS 25-26.8.
Best regards, Henrik Andersin
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FIN 36 „Joy“

FIN 2 „Caresse“

The Helsinki Boat Fair opened and there is a Tore Holm 1935 yacht being showed in the middle of a major rebuild
in the most sympathetic and traditional manner. It is the boat FIN36 „Joy“ , which we knew we had here,
but it was not anywhere close to being able to float or rebuilt. Another yacht that I hope will join the growing
„vintage“ fleet.

It is being built by Martin Rosenstedt (M-Yachts) in Lovisa, east of Helsinki. Martin also rebuilt FIN2 „Caresse“,
which was sold to Germany last year. I think Caresse must be the first „Classic reproduction“-yacht. The rebuilding
five years ago started out with original hull, but soon it was a 100%compleat rebuild. Then the lead-keel had to be
renewed. They ended up with having none of the original parts but else a full vintage classic rebuild.
The new owners to Caresse are:
Angelo Brecht…
Gehauweg 4…
88709 Meersbur…
Germany
Tel

+49 172 3254169 (mobile)

Email: brecht@europatent.d
Thorsten Koch…
Gehauweg 15…
88709 Meersburg…
Germany
Tel

+49 1754071319 (mobile)

+49 7733 2014 (Home)

+49 7532 446228 (Home)

Email: Thorsten.Koch@Wagner-group.com
Best regards, Henrik, February 10th, 2007

Sara Af Hangö, based on Gösta Kynzell 1947 ”Violet”.

Dear all,

Kenneth Peränen of ”Toy”, former owner also of ”Ali-Baba” has a new beautiful yacht. It is built in Hanko, Finland by Granströms Båtvarv 2005-2006. It is based on the Gösta Kynzell 1947 ”Violet”.
The skipper 2006 was 1999 World Champion Henrik Tenström. Throughout the season, this yacht steadily improved and in the fall it was competing for winning positions.

The copyright of these – and 1000 other pictures and 40 hours of video – is held by Georg Peränen. Please contact
him on georg.peranen@welho.com if you are interested of prints.
Best regards,

Henrik Andersin

ISMA Classic Committee
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Norway
Agnes IV S7
Hi there,

My name is Petter Vikeby, a man of 38 years
from Norway and in my first year as a sailingentusiast.
I hav been restoring wooden boats for some years now,
but last year I came over a beauty - a 6m R sailboat
with a mahogany hull in fairly good condition, but really in need for an overall fix-up an restauration.
I have used the norwegian winter to searching
her histori, and have managed to get a lot of information with good help from KSSS, and other good helpers
on the net. She was buildt in 1911 ( see picture ) but
later on, someone has put a cabin on her, and moved the
mast.

She had the sailingnumber 6 over S7 - sails I
still have today, and my goal is to get her to sail under
these numbers again.... BUT... With the cabin on..can I
still call her a 6m?
For the moment this is my only boat, and I
have a girl aged 4 that wants to sail with here father and the cabin makes that a whole lot easier. When I get
my number two boat - the cabin goes off, and „Agnes
IV“ will be set back to her original looks ...I think.
She is really a beauty, and the condition of the
hull, ribs, bolts and keel are actually really good. I will
have to change all steel, inventory, cockpit and deck.
Mast is original, but beam is new ( should have been
forked, but is later on rebuilded to bermuda).
So...can I call my beauty a 6m, and do you
know about any 6m boats older than mine that is still
sailing ( that is when I get mine to sail :) )
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Hope to hear from you!
Regards

Petter Vikeby
Skien

Norway petter@tim.no
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Classic News

Goose and Lianoria in the yard
Hi All,

I thought you might be interested in the attached photo
taken late last week. It shows Goose in the foreground

on her trailer and Llanoria being moved into the shop.
Best regards,

Matt Cockburn
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Goose

Wanted to share with you the staus of Goose and myself. Attached is a picture of Goose just after we returned from Sidney, BC. She was measured and final
coats of paint were applied. She is just about ready to
go, some hardware to bolt on plus additional coats of
varnish on the inside.
However, I need to inform you that I am unable continue on with my plans of bringing her to Cowes. The
expenditures of getting her measured and painted used
up a big chunk of the budget. The exchange rate was
another factor.

My dream of sharing her with the 6mr sailors of Europe
will not happen.
Peter Hofmann <yachtrig@comcast.net>

Fiona

Dear Tim, I thought the attached picture is of interest
for 6m history. I am told it is a picture in the Solent in
1939, from a „Yachting magazine“. A friend found it.

But maybe you saw it before? Of course for me, nice to
see Fiona is leading!

I hope Fiona is as happy again in the Solent this coming
July!
BR

Willem
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Hakahala

Renovation makes progress, as Celsus Jan Mateboer
info@celsus.nl reports with some further photographs.

Bau Bau I 58 renovation

Dear Tim,

I‘ll be happy to forward asap (more) photos of Bau Bau
(before and after restoration) and an article published
by Yacht Digest on Bau Bau rescue.
It is true, last summer we took part to the Villa Serbelloni Trophy (in Bellagio, Lake Como) together with
other 2 Sixes ( Dan and Gitana) and many other classic
boats. Unfortunately we had no wind...Bau Bau was
(and is) performing very well, giving us unexpected
sensations.

Regarding the organisation of an Italian fleet, so far we
have not a clear picture of the „local“ situation and I‘ll
be glad to receive from your side as many infos as you
can. However we convoked a first dinner/meeting of
classic boats owners (+ Lake Como Yacht Clubs representatives) next March 13th, in Milan, in order to
better understand the „state of the art“ of the classic
boats fleet (including Sixes) in North Italy and, when
possible, plan events and regattas.
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Of course, we‘ll be also glad to organise an Italian
Sixes fleet, however a „decent“ job needs a certain
effort and personal involvement and my brother and
I are very involved in the AICD - Italian Dinghy 12
feet Class(Giuseppe is the Secretary - www.dinghy.it ),
which organise more than 100 regattas all over Italy in
2007..! So, never say never...
Looking forward to hearing from you very soon,
buon vento!
Filippo
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[attachment „IMG_3238.JPG“ deleted by Filippo LaScala/JuliusBaer]
Filippo La Scala

Managing Director, Country Manager Italy
Julius Baer SGR

Corso Magenta, 42 - I 20123 Milano, Italia
Telephone
Telefax 		

+ 39 02433315111, …
+39 0243981040

www.juliusbaer.com
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Discussion about first negative transom on 6mJI

Please find attached S&S Design 104 „Mood“, later Bob Kat III, later

Firecracker. She was designed in 1936, and is almost assuredly the first S&S
with a „reverse“ transom, if not the first International Rule boat with one.

Her ballast keel was later modified in 1948, presumably in anticipation of

trials for the 1948 Olympics. She has always had a „reverse“ transom. This

is the boat held by crazy Duncan Green in Ontario, who has taken out all of
her frames and encased her in GRP inside and out. Very sad.

I also have some photos of Mizar III showing the same type of reverse
transom as the boat Peter is selling, though I do not believe Nirvana to

have had the same treatment. The next reverse transom Olin did was for the 8
metre „Prelude“ which is supposedly being built for Avia, though I have not
heard much on the project recently.
Matt Cockburn
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Challenge

In 1934, Cornelius Shields and his brother Paul commissioned A.E. „Bill“ Luders Jr. to build a 6 meter
„Challenge“ to defend the Seawanhaka Cup against
Norna IV, a yacht owned by Prince Olav of Norway.
Norna IV was sailed by Magnus Kornow, who was an
Olympic Gold Medalist. Challenge started out losing
two races but won the last three out of five races, successfully defending the cup. That same year Shields
sailed Challenge to defend the British-American Cup,
the Bermuda Cup, and other match races in Europe and
Scandinavia. Challenge was then sold to the Fisher family (of General Motors) and moved to the Great Lakes
where she continued to sail in various club races until
the start of WWII. After that her history is lost, except
that at some point someone attempted to remake her
into a cruiser. They cut out a large portion of her deck
and added a cabin and another large portion of her deck
was removed to enlarge the cockpit. A small gasoline
engine was crudely wedged into her bilge. Challenge
sat idle for 20 years on a cradle in Youngstown, NY
before being purchased by Steve Layton from Ankea,
Iowa. Steve removed th additions (cabin, motor, etc...)
and a foot of dried muck from her bilge. Surprisingly,
her backbone was still very strong. A knee injury prevented Steve from
finishing the project. Kat Fennell and I purchased her
in 2005 and trailered her to Deer Harbor on Orcas Island Washington still in the cradle she has been in for
now 25 years. Repairs began in 2006 at Deer Harbor
Boatworks with help from Kat’s nephew Jake Fennell
and neighbor Howard Barbour. Many frames had been
sistered and double sistered so we removed all sistered
frames and ended up replacing about 60 steam bent oak
frames. Challenge had been refastened so most planks
had three fastening holes and where the frames had
been sistered six and nine fastening holes. We replaced
8 to 10 planks a side in the way of the chainplates along
with the entire sheer plank and of course the odd plank
here and there. The sheer clamp had water damage and
had cracked where the genoa track had exerted the
most pull so a new piece was scarfed in on each side.
Five thru hull holes were plugged. At one point the
stem had met a very hard object and had been repaired
with a block of fir so the block was removed and repaired with a three foot laminated stem. Only two original deck beams remain aft. A new plywood deck and
a single cockpit was installed rather than the original
three hole cockpit to make it easier to sail short handed
in the Islands. The mast and boom needed little repair
and were varnished in keeping with the original finish.
The original three spreader and jumper strut rig was

installed along with minimum sailing hardware prior
to launch in the fall of 2006. Challenge is now sailing
until hauling out this winter at Deer Harbor Boatworks
for final trim, paint, and sailing hardware to be ready
for the 2007 sailing season.
Owners: Michael Durland and Kat Fennell,
owner/operators Deer Harbor Boatworks

Michael Durland <sixmeterchallenge@yahoo.com>
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Vital Statistics

Dear Tim, Based on the number you proposed for the number of Classics in fair ...

racing condition, I‘ve re-done the Vital Statistics (attached). I would be most interested in knowing where your
estimates differ from mine. All comments will be most appreciated.
Best wishes, Basil Carmody
Sixes built since 1907
Moderns (certain)

Classic reproductions (certain)

2007 estimates
1450
-100
-2

Classic Sixes built

1348

Disappeared without leaving a trace

-820

Known burned, sunk or destroyed
Classics in existence

Waiting to be re-discovered

Classics known to exist today
In fair racing condition

In need of or undergoing
a major restoration

Sailing, but not in racing condition

-100
428
-8

420

-282
-35

103

Classic Six Metre Newsletter

Basil Carmody has taken over the edition of rhe Classic Six Metre Newsletter from Tim Street. The first paper from
his desk is number 12 / March 2007. It’s a 47 page document with a lot of informations. Unfortunately we can not
publish it entirely in the ISMA news.

We publish the Table of Contents here. From this you find the way to download it either from the www.6metre.
ch/news or ask Basil Carmody <basil.carmody@free.fr> to send it to you.
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Modern News
The reprinted report from ©Yachtsman, Issue 5, 1984
is not new, but gives a nice information about the development of 6mJI yachts from Classic to Moderns.
Until today – 20 years later ore even more – no real
new design has been seen. This means, that the Metre
Class Rule for 6mJI is rather rigid and therefore also a
guarantee that yachts from different age can be sailed
in races. We are still waiting on a final new design from
Juan K. as presented in ISMA news 1/2006. The priority in his design cabinet is on other designs for owners
or syndicates to build for the next important Volvo and
other ocean races.

If there is any ISMA news reader interested in having a
Six metres today.pdf copy of this report, please refer to
the editor, bfurrer@6metre.ch.

Information of general interest
Sail numbers in overlapping genoas
Dear Sirs,

It has come to my attention that there is an discrepancy between the current 6 mR Class rules and what is common
practice in the class among racing Yachts. This discrepancy also -I believe- occurs between the proposal for new
amended class-rules as discussed in Flensburg 2006 and what is common practice to day in the class.
After talking to Mr Henrik Andersin, chairman of the 6mR association in Finland, it was agreed that I send this
letter to him with the hope of this matter being put on the official agenda if felt needed.
6mR YACHTS, OVERLAPPING GENOAS AND SAILNUMBERS
The matter I am addressing concerns the need to place sail-numbers in
overlapping genoas in the 6 mr Class. Rules governing this matter are:
-6 mR class rule 34
-RRS 77

-RRS Appendix G
THE PRACTICE TO DAY

It is my belief that a majority of modern and classic six meter yachts to day race without numbers in the genoas.
I feel this is all good and well and see no need to change what is common practice.
THE CLASS RULES 2001

-Technically the current class rules refer to RRS 25 and Appendix B3.
This should be corrected to refer to RRS 77.

-The class rule say nothing about numbers in genoas thus making
genoas without numbers in fact illegal.
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CLASS RULE PROPOSAL 2006
1.

2.

The matter of correcting the references to ISAF RRS is corrected to read RRS 77. This is good and absolutely
necessary.

Nothing in the proposal is said about sail-numbers in genoas thus indicating that ISAF RRS 77 as such applies.

RRS 77 simply refers to RRS Appendix G.

This brings us to Appendix G. Looking closer at Appendix G one will conclude that in practice overlapping genoas
in ISAF classes shall have numbers unless otherwise stated in class rules. This would indicate that a majority of
all genoas are, and have always been, in fact illegal.
MY PROPOSAL

I believe tha class has several options. Here are a few:
1.

2.
3.
4.

It is my suggestion that the class seriously considers weather it wants genoas with or whit out numbers. This
is a political question mostly. My personal view is that no numbers in genoas are needed. If the class decides
to go with the no numbers opiton a amendment to the Class rules is needed. I am sure You can figure out the
wording and It is not my place to come with a suggestion here.
The second option, and the inferior, according to my view is that the class recognizes that current genoas are
not necessary legal and take due action to correct the situation in one way or an other.
Obviously a third option exists. We can all close our eyes and continue to live in the dark and pretend we are
not aware of the whole issue. I leave it to your discretion to decide whether taking action in this matter or not
is the appropriate way to go.
Lastly the sailing instructions in each and every regatta can amend RRS 77 and Class Rule 43 to make non
numbered genoas OK

Best regards,
John Winquist
FIN 50 Alibaba II and FIN 44 Toy
WB-Sails
Itälahdenkatu 22 b C
00210 Helsinki
Finland
Email:
		
john@wb-sails.fi
WB-Sails Ltd.:
www.wb-sails.fi
Phone:
		
+358 9 621 50 55
mob.
		
+358 40 500 34 68
fax.
		
+358 9 621 50 66
PS_if anyone needs new sails you now know where to reach me.... ;- )
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Ideas for associate mebership

I’m just following up on some conversation we had earlier about creating an “associate” membership.

As I recall the conversation, this level of membership would be available at a lesser price to non-boat owning 6mR
enthusiasts and may help to get more people on the books.

There had been other suggestions of creating further membership levels, such as a non-racing level, or more honorific levels that would allow people to contribute more than annual dues and be recognized in the ISMA News.
The latter category has recently been employed to some degree of success in my car owners club, as well as at a
variety of other clubs, schools and philanthropic organizations.

ISMA Membership - €50 (required if you participate in any ISMA sanctioned event, voting rights, will receive
ISMA News)
Associate - €25 (NEW - no voting rights, will receive ISMA News)
Suggested additional membership levels
Platinum – €500
Gold

– €300

Bronze

- €100

Silver

– €200

People or organizations who contribute at these extra levels would be specially recognized on a page in the ISMA
News and perhaps at the AGM. Should we also offer some type of premium (a flag, a decal, a tie, a special reception at the WC, and a firm handshake from you?).
Does this change require a vote of the membership, or can we just implement upon your executive order or a vote
of the people on this email?
Best Regards,

Matt Cockburn, USA

One of our members has devised a very interesting piece of software – it has very great possibilities. It is still under
construction and has a few glitches.
Have a look at http://www.6mr.org.uk/wiki/index.php?title=Main_Page
Another link in the 6metre scene: http://www.teamcream.co.uk
Classic K7, truck and one crew offered for the WC 2007

Niklaus Waser, the owner of FINTRA K7 Classic, will offer his 6mJI with the no1 crew member and his spezially
adapted truck to a crew of 3 (as Fintra is sailed by 4) for the World Cup 2007 and also the 100 years centenary
race.
Please contact Niklaus by mail: Niklaus Waser <nwaser@fintra.de>
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6mJI Historic Place

Blue Book of 6mJI Draft E

At last!!! The moment you have been waiting for. The
first ever Master List of all the Fleets and registered
Six-Metres in the World, for you perusal and information.
I would like to thank those of you who have helped
me with information, although in most cases I and
my computer were unable to open your attachments,
which I had to get TIm Russell to do for me and then
send back. Not all addresses or contacts are included
as most countries sent me very little information, or
indeed noneat all. Indeed several countries asked me
to provide them with their class lists. Furthermore, I
had to wait while two countries, Australia and The Netherlands, actually formed their Associations and held
their first AGMs, before I could include them. Much
of the information about boats received was incorrect
but, after much research, I think that every entry has
been identified and is now correct. Where addressees
and contacts were omitted, I have inserted as many as I
have knowledge of.

The list does not include the boats that I know of in
Norway (10), Denmark(6), Italy(11), Austria (perhaps
6), Argentina (1) or Spain(5), as there is no one in these
countries who is prepared to take on the task of forming
and running a fleet, although I am happy to say that at
last, TODAY, I have had a response from Italy where
two new owners have provisionally agreed to take it
on. In the case of Canada, I have seperated their boats
into a seperate fleet, although for administrative purposes it is assumed that they will remain part of the North
American fleet.
I must emphasise that this list does not include all
known Six-Metres, only those which form part of an
established fleet. Many owners do not wish to belong
or do not know that they have a national fleet; other
boats are laid up, for sale and/or awaiting restoration.
This however is the list which would appear in our first
„Blue Book“, when substantially refined and I would
suggest that, without the contact e-mails, and addresses,
it could appear in Beat‘s next ISMA Bulletin. Indeed,
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this is only going to Committee Members and Pekka
Barck at this stage and I do NOT believe that any of the
contacts/addresses should be published anywhere for
confidentiality.

Those of you who have been getting unduly anxious
at the apparent lack of administrative forward motion
may perhps now see why and can appreciate that we
now have a fairly firm basis for future planning.

Now we have this list, we can move on to proper accounts. You will all have seen and read Tim Russell‘s
Finance Paper. Based on the figures for these Sixes,
which indicate that we have around 272 registered
Sixes in existence with 142 which actually raced last
year and a further 130 which exist but for many reasons do not race at this time, and using Tim Russell‘s
proposed subscription figures, for financial planning
purposes we should have a possible annual income of
around Euros 15,260. Of course we won‘t, as Fleet
Treasurers will jib at enforcing collection and owners
won‘t pay. However, it is a provisional planning figure
and gives Beat an actual list of people to whom the
Bulletin should go; provided of course that they have
paid their subscription through their fleet.

You may note that some of your lists have been slightly
amended, where later information has been received,
although I hope that I have kept you all abreast of happenings. A few boats, Nancy, Carin II and Jane Anne
for instance, appear twice, since their owners are based
somewhere other than their home fleet.
I do hope hat you will all find this list of interest.
Yours, Tim.

President, ISMA.
The 6mJI Blue Book -

> see inlay to these ISMA news 1/2007 !

Market Place
More details to the offered 6mJI for sale, please refer to www.6metre.ch/marketplace
6.04.2007
For sale: SUI 77 Fleau
SUI 77 Fleau ex Junior ex Gitana. Built 1981. Design
by P. Petterson. Wing keel by I. Howlett. World champion 1985 and 1999. European champion 1996, 1998,
2000 and 2002. Lorry. For sale at the end of the 2007
World championship at Cowes. CHF 130’0000.
bernard.haissly@cabmayor.ch
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4.04.2007
For sale: SWE-114 Notorious

Former World and European champion
Design: Peter Norlin
Built in : 1986
Location: Stockholm, Sweden
Ready for the worlds at the Cowes 2007
Contact:
Owner: Eirik Winter
Mobile. + 447802310898
email eirik.winter@citigroup.com
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21.03.2007
For sale: GoodWood

Names & sail nos.: H20 GoodWood, Ex. Ayesha, Ex
Sigi
Remarks: Extremely fast boat in light winds.Very interesting underwater configuration. GoodWood is yearly
maintenanced by bootbuilders / yards in Germany and
the Netherlands. It’s one of the most rare and beautiful
sixes on the market . The potential buyer will be ready
for the worlds at Cowes 2007.
Price: 37500 €
Location: Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Contact:
Owner: Marc and Norbert Heijke
E-mail: nheijke@hetnet.nl
GSM +31 651549341
More...

20.03.2007
For sale: Kontrapunkt GER 11

International 6 Metre Modern
Designed by Juliane Hempel and built by Wilhelm
Wagner in Gemany in 2002
Price: 92.000--€
More pictures
Contact:
Wilhelm Wagner
In der Stelle 34
D-78351 Bodman
Germany
T el: 0049 (0) 7773-5601
E-mail: wilhelm_wagner@t-online.de

12.02.2007
For sale:

The one and only Gunnar Jacobsson‘s mR yacht

Extremely fast 6mR has reached Gold and Silver in
World Championships 1995 and 1999.
More race results: Best Race Results
Over the decades it has been the top in Finnish 6mR
fleet and has been the most wanted scalp to beat.
This unique yacht can be equipped with full cruising
kit.
More details: 6 mR FIN-38 s/y Mariana
Price on request.
E-mail:jaakko.kairamo@luukku.com
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12.03.2007
For sale:

Pacific Highway– International 6 Metre Modern

Designed by Ed Dubois and built in Australia, Pacific
Highway is probably one of the most beautiful Moderns around. She was “Breathed on” by Ben Lexcen
in 1985, including the fitting of an Australia type keel
and trim tab, plus a number of other modifications to
increase her sail area within the Rule. In 2006 she has
undergone a further upgrade, with the replacement of
the Lexcen wings with a full 2006 full span Howlett
wings and a 2006 Howlett full-depth rudder, together
with a comprehensive update of her instrumentation,
hydraulics, etc.
Pacific Highway is in commission in Cowes and is
available now.
Contact:
Rees Martin,
BISMA
E-mail: Rees.martin@btinternet.com
Mobile 07787 514 884
More...
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07.02.2007
For sale SUI 70 Belanea

Classic 6mJI, ex K70 Marletta, built 1947, architect
David Boyd, builder A.Robertson, good condition, ready to sail, aluminium spars, several sails, comes with
cradle, lying in Thun, Switzerland.
Price to be discussed.
Contact:
Andrea Roost
Tel. 0041 (0) 31 352 44 06
Fax 0041 (0) 31 352 85 07
E-mail: andrea.roost@aroost.ch

08.11.2006

For sale: Star VI, D20

20.12.2006
For sale: SWE 134 EVELINA

Designer Peter Norlin Builder Roland Palm, built in
1995, mahogany on oak frames, Proctor mast, Lewmar,
several sails, comes with trailer and cradle.
Ready for the worlds 2007!
Lying in Falsterbo, south coast of Sweden. Price to be
discussed.
Contact Lars Dorén
+46 709393014,
kimdoren@hotmail.com

1924 design, built in Copenhagen. Loa: 10,63 m, beam:
2,10 m. The only remaining 6mR by the Danish/Finnish naval architect O. W. Dahlstrom. In need of some
restoration. Lying Copenhagen, Denmark.
Please contact Lars Gottschalksen for further information:
Lars Gottschalksen
Sct. Anna Gade 25
3000 Helsingør
Tel. +45 4975 4942
lg@wannatell.dk
www.Wannatell.dk
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30.10.2006
For sale:

NEW SWEDEN – International 6 Metre Modern

Designed by Peter Norlin and built in Sweden in 1998,
New Sweden is one of the most elegant Moderns
around. With her modern winged keel, excellent hull
shape and generous sail area she is extremely quick,
especially in medium to lighter airs. New Sweden is in
commission in Lymington and available immediately,
ready for 6M Nationals and Metre Centenary Regatta, Cowes 2007, plus comprehensive International 6M
programme 2007. Contact: Don Wood – 07802 367390,
source@source-int.comMore...

23.10.2006

For sale: Six LADY DAY 6 DEN 58 ex. NORNA VI
– the Anker Six

I have my fully Walsted restored Six LADY DAY 6
DEN 58 ex. NORNA VI – the Anker Six built for His
Royal Highness Crown Prince Olav of Norway – for
sale Please click: www.ladyday.dk or www.lady-day.
dk and enjoy a beautiful and historic perfectly restores
Six – fully equipped, newly painted and varnished and
ready for launching.Contact: sale@lady-day.dk Niels
Iuel-Brockdorff Valdemars Slot, Troense, DK-5700
Svendborg, Denmark
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29.10.2006
For sale: COLIBRI
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Built in: 1927, Le Havre, France Designer: A. Godinet
Currently located at: Valencia, Spain
Price: 66.000 €
Contact: (+34) 96 333 29 35, pacobarbas@ono.com
More...
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2007 Régates Internationales; régates clefs pour 6mJI
2007 International regattas; key regattas for 6mJI’s
2007 Internatinale Regatten; Schwerpunktregatten für 6mJI

2007

Name

Region

Place

Notes

16.05.

Abendtraining

Lake Constance

YC Romanshorn

SUI-73@bluewin.ch

17.05.

Tune Up Races

YC Romanshorn

SUI-73@bluewin.ch

18.-20.05.

Int. Swiss Championship		

YC Romanshorn

SUI-73@bluewin.ch

2./3.06.

Silvercup

Switzerland

YC Romanshorn

SUI-73@bluewin.ch

29.06-1.07

6mR British Open Championships

Hamble, UK

Royal Southern Yacht Club

www.6mr.org.uk (BISMA) 		

16./23.07.

World Cup 2007

England

RoyalYacht Squadron, RYS

Rees.Martin@btopenworld.co.uk		

				
		
		
22./27.07.

The Metre Regatta

Isle of Wight		
Cowes		
Cowes

RYS

2007 Centenary Regatta			

				

www.royal-southerco.uk

www.rys.org.uk			
Rees.Martin@btopen			
world.co.uk www.rys.org.uk		
www.imeta.org

(17.)18./19.08

Bodensee Meisterschaft

Lake Constance

SV Bottighofen

rsgroup@bluewin.ch

29./31.08

QCNC

Lake Geneva

CN Versoix

www.cnv.ch 			

Queen Christina Nations Cup			

				

<joelle.zumoffen@cabmayor.ch>		
<zumfrou@bluemail.ch>

1./2.09.

Coupe Kim

Lake Geneva

CN Versoix

1./2.09

3.Überlinger Yacht Pokal

Lake Constance Ueberlingen,

Seglergemeinschaft Überlingen e.V. nwaser@fintra.de 			

Germany		

www.sgue.org

8./9.09.

Coupe Copponex

Switzerland

SN Genève

www.nautique.org

		

				
				

www.cnv.ch

		

Manifestation spéciale pour le 100ème
anniversaire de Henri Copponex

24./30.09

Régates Royale

Cannes

Yacht Club de Cannes

www.yachtclubdecannes.com

1./7.10.

Voile de Saint-Tropez

Saint Tropez

Société Nautique de Saint-Tropez www.snst.org

updated

March 16th,2007		
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Closing words

Our valued readers will understand that most texts have been taken over in their original language. That’s now
English. We hope that this will not lessen your interest in the ISMA News. It is impossible for us, due to time and
cost constraints, to arrange for translations of these texts. We would like to express our sincere thanks for your
understanding and wish our readers a superb sailing season in 2007.

Schlusswort

Die geschätzten Leser werden Verständnis dafür haben, dass die meisten Texte in der Originalsprache übernommen worden sind. Das ist nun mal Englisch. Wir hoffen, dass dies das Interesse an den ISMA news nicht schmälert. Es ist uns weder zeitlich noch bezüglich der Kosten nicht möglich die Übersetzungen zu veranlassen. Für Ihr
Verständnis danken wir sehr und wünschen unseren Lesern eine herausragende Segelsaison 2007.

Conclusion
Nos chers lecteurs comprendront certainement le fait que la plupart des textes publiés ont simplement été repris
dans leur langue d’origine, en l’occurrence l’anglais. Nous espérons que cela ne diminuera en rien votre intérêt
pour les ISMA News. Nous ne pouvons envisager de faire traduire les articles, tant par manque de temps que pour
des considérations liées aux coûts. Nous vous remercions vivement de votre compréhension et souhaitons une
saison de voile exceptionnelle à tous nos lecteurs.

Beat Furrer

ISMA news editor

President of Swiss 6mJI Association
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